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ABSTRACT 

Frequent item set mining is one of the popular data mining technique and it can be used in many data mining 

fields for finding highly correlated itemsets. Infrequent itemset mining finds rarely occurring itemsets in the 

database. Most of the Existing Infrequent itemset mining techniques finds infrequent weighted itemsets with 

high computing time and are less scalable when the database size increases. The proposed system uses 

clustering or logical grouping concepts for finding infrequent weighted itemsets. The proposed algorithm works 

well with real-time databases and is highly scalable which suits for real-time applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In Data Mining, Association Rule mining(ARM)[1] is one of the popular technique used to find the correlation 

between the data items in the database based on some statistical measures but not considering the interesting of 

the business users. ARM is one of the oldest technique in data mining. The goal of ARM is to find the 

relationship, correlation among different data sets in the database. Frequent itemset mining is an exploratory 

data mining technique widely used for discovering valuable correlations among data. Frequent itemsets mining 

is a core component of data mining and variations of association analysis, like association rule mining. 

Infrequent itemsets are produced from very big or huge data sets by applying some rules or association rule 

mining algorithms like Apriori technique, that take larger computing time to compute all the frequent itemsets. 

Extraction of frequent itemsets is a core step in many association analysis techniques. The frequent occurrence 

of item is expressed in terms of the support count. However, significantly less attention has been paid to mining 

of infrequent itemsets, but it has acquired significant usage in mining of negative association rules from 

infrequent itemset, fraud detection where rare patterns in financial or tax data may suggest unusual activity 

associated with fraudulent behavior, market basket analysis and in bioinformatics where rare patterns in 

microarray data may suggest genetic disorders. Several frequent item set mining including Apriori, FP-Growth 

algorithm, AFOPT algorithm, NONORDFP algorithm, FP_Growth* algorithm, Broglet’s FP-Growth, DynFP-

Growth algorithm, Enhanced FP-Growth algorithm, IFP_min Algorithm and Transaction mapping algorithm 

were proposed. Clustering involves logical grouping of similar items into a single group. The proposed work 

mainly focus on incorporating clustering concepts and some strategies for finding infrequent itemsets. The 

proposed algorithm works in two phases, first it groups the data items then it prunes the frequent itemsets in 
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order to obtain infrequent itemsets. 

 

 II. RELATED WORK  

 

The frequent pattern mining problem is to discover the complete set of all patterns contained in at least a 

specified support threshold λ, of transactions in the transaction database. FP-Growth-like algorithms adopt 

divide-and-conquer method which can be stated as follow: First, it compresses the database representing 

frequent items into a frequent-pattern tree, or FP-tree, which retains the itemset association information. It then 

divides the compressed database into a set of conditional databases (a special kind of projected database), each 

associated with one frequent item or “pattern fragment,” and mines each such database separately[5]. FP-

Growth opened up a new way to efficiently mine frequent pattern. However, its low time and space utilization, 

still need to improve. Many variants of FP-Growth appeared recently. The representations include FP-

Growth*[6] proposed by G.Grahne et al. in 2003 and AFOPT[7][8] proposed by G.Liu et al. at the same year. 

FP-Growth* adopts a new array technique to enhance the operation capability. It constructs a two-dimensional 

array at the same time of building FP-Tree to preserve the support counts of all 2-itemsets. By using this array 

FP-Growth* only need scan FP-Tree once at the time of each recursion, which improve the efficiency of FP-

Growth. AFOPT construct a sample and compact data structure Ascending Frequency Ordered Prefix-Tree 

(AFOPT) based on FP-Tree. The algorithm adopts top-down scan to reduce the number of conditional databases 

and depress the overhead of scanning each conditional database. We have studied on the FP-Growth-like 

algorithm for a long time and already get some achievements, such as F-Miner in [9] and LPS-Miner in [10]. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM  

 

1.1 Apriori Algorithm  
 

Apriori[2] was the first proposed algorithm in association rule mining, to identify the frequent itemsets in the 

large transactional database. Apriori works in two phases. During the first phase it generates all possible 

Itemsets combinations. These combinations will act as possible candidates. The candidates will be used in 

subsequent phases. In Apriori algorithm, first the minimum support is applied to find all frequent itemsets in a 

database and Second, these frequent itemsets and the minimum confidence constraint are used to form rules. 

Apriori Algorithm: 

procedure Apriori (T, minSupport) 

{ 

L1= {frequent items}; 

for (k= 2; Lk-1 !=∅; k++) { 

Ck= candidates generated from Lk-1 for each transaction t in database 

do 

{ 

Lk = candidates in Ck with minSupport 

} 

} 
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return ⋃k Lk ; 

} 

The main drawback of Apriori is the generation of large number of candidate sets. The efficiency of apriori can 

be improved by Monotonicity property, hash based technique, Partioning methods. 

 

1.2 FP-Growth Algorithm 

The drawback of Apriori can be improved by Frequent pattern Growth algorithm[3].This algorithm is 

implemented without generating the candidate sets. This algorithm proposes a tree structure called FP tree 

structure, going to collect information from the database and creates an optimized data structure as Conditional 

pattern. Initially it Scans the transaction database DB once and Collects the set of frequent items F and their 

supports and then Sort the frequent itemsets in descending order as L, based on the support count. This 

algorithm reduces the number of candidate set generation, number of transactions, number of comparisons. 

Algorithm: 

Input: 

-A transactional database DB and a minimum support threshold ξ. 

Output: 

- frequent pattern tree, FP-tree /*phase1: */ 

[1] Scan the transactional database.  

[2] Collect the set of frequent items F and  their supports. Sort F in support descending order as L.  

/* the list of frequent items*/ 

[3] Create the root of an FP-tree, T, and label it as “root” /* for each transaction do */ 

[4] Select and sort the frequent items in Trans according to the order of L.  

[5] perform the insert_tree function  

/* call insert_tree function recursively */ /*phase2: */ 

Input: 

An FP-tree constructed in the above algorithm, D – transaction database; 

s – minimum support threshold. Output: 

The complete set of frequent patterns. 

1.call the FP_Growth function  

2. check if the tree has a sigle path,  

3. then for each combination (denoted as B) of the nodes in the path P do  

4. generate pattern B ∪ A with support=minimum support of nodes in B  

5. else  

6. construct B’s conditional pattern base and B’s conditional  FP-tree.  

7. call the FP_Growth function  

8. check if the tree has a sigle path,  

9. then for each combination (denoted as B) of the nodes in the path P do  

10. generate pattern B ∪ A with support=minimum support of nodes in B  
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11. else  

12. construct FP-Tree 

13. construct B’s conditional pattern base and B’s conditional FP-tree.  

 

1.3  AFOPT Algorithm 

 

Liu et al[4] investigated the algorithmic performance space of the Fpgrowth algorithm. AFOPT algorithm uses 

dynamic ascending frequency order for both the search space exploration and prefix-tree construction, it uses 

the top-down traversal strategy. AFOPT algorithm utilizes dynamic ascending frequency for the item search 

space ,adaptive representation for the conditional database format, physical construction for the conditional 

database construction, and top-down traversal strategy for the tree traversal. The dynamic ascending frequency 

search order can make the subsequent conditional databases shrink rapidly. As a result, it is useful to use the 

physical construction strategy with the dynamic ascending frequency order. 

 

1.4 Transaction Mapping Algorithm 
 

The transaction tree is similar to FP-tree but there is no header table or node link. The transaction tree has 

compact representation of all the transactions in the database. Each node in tree has an id corresponding to an 

item and a counter  

that keeps the number of transactions that contain this item in this path. Here we can compress transaction for 

each itemset to continuous intervals by mapping transaction ids into a different space to a transaction tree. 

Advantage of this algorithm is the performance can be improved compared to FP-Growth, FP-Growth* 

algorithms. 

Algorithm: 

Input: -Databse DB Output: 

-all infrequent item sets 

[1] scan the database and identify the infrequent item sets.  

[2] construct the transaction tree with the count for each node.  

[3] Construct the transaction interval lists.  

[4] Construct the lexicographic tree in a depth first order keeping only the minimum amount of information 

necessary to complete the search. 

 

1.5  The Infrequent Weighted Itemset Miner Algorithm 

 

IWI Miner is a FP-growth-like mining algorithm that performs projection-based itemset mining. Hence, it 

performs the main FP-growth mining steps: (a) FP-tree creation and (b) recursive itemset mining from the 

FPtree index. Unlike FP-Growth, IWI Miner discovers infrequent weighted itemsets instead of frequent 

(unweighted) ones. To accomplish this task, the following main modifications with respect to FP-growth have 

been introduced: (i) A novel pruning strategy for pruning part of the search space early and (ii) a slightly 

modified FP-tree structure, which allows storing the IWI-support value associated with each node. 
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Algorithm (IWI Miner(T,E))  

Input: 

-T, a weighted transactional dataset Input: 

-E, a maximum IWI-support threshold Output: 

-F, the set of IWI satisfying E 1. F=0 /*Initialization*/ 

/*scan T and count the IWI-support of each item */ 

1. count the infrequent weighted item sets with the support value.  

2. create header table which is a data structure which holds information about total weight values.  

3. for each transaction, create equivalent transaction.  

4. create an FP-Tree, for each transaction.  

5. Iterate the process until all transactions are traced.  

6. create conditional pattern base calculate weight value.  

7. obtain the infrequent item sets.  

 

To reduce the complexity of the mining process, IWI Miner adopts an FP-tree node pruning strategy to early 

discard items (nodes) that could never belong to any itemset satisfying the IWI-support threshold. Hence, an 

item(i.e., its associated nodes) is pruned if it appears only in tree paths from the root to a leaf node characterized 

by IWI-support value greater than E. 

 

1.6  HPFP Miner Algorithm 

 

HPFP Miner algorithm is implemented by creating a tree structure where the infrequent itemsets are mined and 

compared with the threshold value and a tree is constructed, where it uses pruning techniques which reduces the 

communication overheads. 
 

Input: Mininmum threshold value MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&numprocs); 

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&myid); numprocs-=1; 

MPI_Recv(message,length,MPI_INT,0,99,MPI_COMM_WO RLD,&status); 

insertNode(message,length,numprocs); 

sign=numItem/numprocs; 
 

for(k=0;k<sign;k+=1) 

 

{ 

 

i=k*numprocs+myid; for(j=numItem-i-1;j>=0;j-=1) prune(root+k,j,numItem-i-1); 

/*prune infrequent nodes in HPFP-Tree*/ merge(root+k,numItem-i-1); 

/*merge pruned HPFP-Tree */ delete_tree(k,numItem-1); /*release memory*/ 

} 
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The proposed Algorithm is based on the concept of clusters to find infrequent itemsets. A cluster is a logical 

grouping of similar or closely resembling itemsets into a single group. 

The proposed Algorithm is given as follows:  

C1= promising infrequent items 

 C2= non-promising infrequent items 

 C3=frequent itemsets. 

Step 1: initialize three clusters 

Step 2: calculate candidate-1 itemsets and their correlation Values. 

Step 3: if ( Candidate(i).value>support value) 

{ 

Add Candidate(i) to C3 

} 

Step 4: else if( Candidate(i).value lies between {supp,supp/2} 

{ 

Add Candidate(i) to C2 

} 

Step 5: else 

{ 

Add Candidate(i) to C1 

} 

Step 6: members in C3 are pruned. 

Step 7: members in C1 are infrequent itemsets of first iteration Step 8: copy C1 to C2 

Step 9: copy C2 to C3 

Step 10: generate next level candidates and goto Step 3. 

Cluster level determines the promising and  non-promising. 

                             

V. CONCLUSION  
 

In this paper a novel algorithm is presented for mining infrequent weighted itemsets form large real-time 

databases. The proposed algorithm uses simple logical grouping of data items using some strategies in order to 

prune frequent itemsets and to find infrequent weighted itemsets. our proposed algorithm scales well and forms 

a non-linear curve i.e., even when the number of transactions or number of distinct items increases the 

computing time varies slightly, unlike previous algorithms which shows a linear variation between computing 

time and performance parameters copmapred to the existing work which involves complex tree data structure 

which has been overcome by use of clustering techniques which scales well and performance has been 

improved with time and space complexity. 
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ABSTRACT 

Wireless sensor networks can be defined as a collection of devices, denoted as nodes, which can sense the environment 

and communicate the information gathered from the monitored field through wireless links. The data is forwarded 

through multiple hops to a sink which   can use it  locally  and a gateway is used to get connected to  networks. In WSNs 

where each device can sense, process and talk to its peers. WSNs have been used in many applications including military 

survey applications, health and wellness monitoring etc. In these applications Energy consumption is the major issue for 

past years, various techniques have been used for energy consumption as it had consumed only up to certain constraints. 

By using Zigbee-IRS technique, which is used to design nodes on WSNs to achieve a very low energy consumption and 

latency.  

Keywords: Energy consumption, IRS protocol, Low Energy Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), ZigBee 

design. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Wireless  sensor  network is a collection of nodes that sense and control the environment  which enables interaction 

between persons or computers and the surrounding environment. It consists of devices that operate usually on battery 

powered to work for long period of time.  

Minimizing the energy consumption is an important design consideration and Wireless energy efficient transmission of 

data between nodes with low-power. The radio has been used to transmit and receive the data but it consumes lot of 

power and data is not transmitted completely. 

Multiple sensors form a network to cooperatively monitor large or complex physical environments. Acquired information 

is wirelessly communicated to a base station (BS), which propagates the information to remote devices for storage, 

analysis, and processing. 
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Experimental measurements had shown that  generally data transmission is very expensive in  energy consumption, while 

data processing consumes less energy . To transmit a single bit of information or a thousand of information will take a 

same energy cost in a sensor node . 

Energy consumption is carried out by various schemes they are  

1) Duty cycling  is the fraction of time  taken by nodes during their lifetime , the task  take place in node depending on 

their  sleep/wakeup times. 

2) Data driven approach uses unneeded samples and power consumption by sensing subsystem . 

3) Mobility is the main concept of this paper ,mobility[8] is defined as a sensor nodes following a multihop transmissions 

for transfer of data from source to destination within the particular lifetime. 

Sensors are typically powered through batteries, They replace battery and discard sensor nodes when battery gets 

depleted. For batteries that cannot be recharged, sensor node should be able to operate during its entire mission time or 

until battery can be replaced. 

In the rest of our paper, section II says about the related work carried on , section III says about the existing system 

,section IV says about proposed work and  section V says about the mechanism finally the conclusion and references 

related to it. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Sensor nodes  are usually battery powered in wireless sensor networks . The major causes of energy loss are packet 

collision, idle mode consumption and protocol overhead . 

2.1. Energy consumption Techniques  

1) Comparison Of S-Mac And T-Mac 

In [7], G.P. Halkes et al. compared S-MAC and T- MAC, which try to save energy by introducing a duty- cycle to 

mitigate idle listening time, with CSMA/CA. Communication is not continuous between nodes this is the main cause of 

energy consumption in a sensor network. The MAC protocols provide the combination of low-power listening, which is 

effective in idle listening and optimization of a physical layer. In this S-MAC suffers from overload provisioning and T-

MAC suffers from high cost.  

2) Gossip-Based Sleep Protocol (GSP)  

In [5], The energy consumption rate for sensors in a wireless sensor network varies greatly based on the protocols. In this 

they have used  GSP to consume energy to implement routing and MAC Functions and also to increase the lifetime. In 

this paper  Motes  used to sleep and wakeup in a timely basis to transmit data. To increase the sensor lifetime, energy 
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storage capacity must be limited, energy consumption rate measurements were taken for Mica2 motes using GSP for 

routing and a CSMA. 

3) Localization techniques 

 In [1] Localization technique have been used to reduce the energy consumption, in this they use TDOA technique (Time 

Differential Of Arrival)  applied on the context of mobility and compare their performance by using the localizing 

sensors. In order to improve the quality of service and communication, protocols and communication  technology on 

those wireless area are  applied to sensor networks. The localization problem as node localization, target localization and 

location service have been analyzed over here in order to improve the quality of service. 

 4) Geocast approach 

 In[2] Geocast approach have been used to overcome the failure and data loss, they use directed diffusion routing 

protocol by construction of routing tree for damaged paths and the result show that energy consumption is reduced upto 

certain constraints.  The routing protocols, provides a way  for transferring the information, with delivery assurance and 

with minimum energy consumption, among the nodes that compose the network. This approach is used to reduce the 

energy consumption in the network when there is an occurrence of failures by providing modification of the Directed 

Diffusion routing protocol and by a Geocast approach is used to repair broken paths by constructing a new routing tree.  

5) Transmission power control technique 

  In [4] Transmission Power Control (TPC) technique has been used to dynamically adjust the transmission power and 

used to improve the reliability of link and Nodes which  share the same space to access the medium by decreasing the 

collisions in the network and also improve the performance of the network in several aspects. Hidden and exposed 

terminals problems have been reduced over here. Therefore it increases the bandwidth and decreases the energy. 

6) Mobile Robots 

 In [9] Mobile robots can be used in energy consumption .The main task of mobile robots is to transmit the data 

completely within the lifetime of nodes. A power model is build for mobile robots that includes motor power ,  

microcontrollers and sensors. A speed management method is said to be proposed here to reduce energy consumption ,in 

this it maximize  the travelling distance by considering energy and timing constraints.  

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Mobile relays have been used in energy consumption ,Relay node have been efficiently used to move to different 

locations in a network and transmit data from one node to another node[3].Optimization of each node is carried out by 

construction of topology for data size and transmitting data in a network. 

3.1. Source Nodes 
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The source nodes act as a storage points  in which the data can be collected by other nodes and they transmit periodically 

to the sink, with response to the queries generated by the user. 

3.2. Data Mules 

Data mules are another form of base station it transmit data from sensor nodes to access point. They use the mule 

architecture in order to reduce the mobility energy consumption. It improves data delivery by using higher level protocols 

that is incorporated in the architecture.  

3.3. Tree optimization 

A topology is constructed for the optimal positions of relay nodes by a routing tree. 

Routing tree is constructed based on the amount of data to be transmitted to particular node and it follows different 

topology. 

Node insertions and tree optimizations follow the local pos algorithm that solves optimally the mobile relay configuration 

problem. 

The centralized and distributed algorithms have been used to reduce energy consumption and solves the problem of 

mobile relay configuration. 

 Energy consumption in WSNs had been reduced here through certain constraint but the optimization of each and every 

node is not possible.   

 IV.PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed work is energy consumption in wireless sensor networks by using  Zigbee technique with IRS protocol. 

4.1. Zigbee Technique 

Zigbee is a low-cost technique  that  is widely deployed in wireless sensor network .It allows longer life for nodes with 

smaller batteries and provides high reliability. 

Zigbee protocol support both beacon and non-beacon enabled networks 

In beacon enabled enabled networks. The special routers called Zigbee routers transmit periodic beacons to conform their 

presence to other nodes. Nodes may sleep during their duty cycle by extending their battery life ,the intervals depend on 

their data rates. In non-beacon enabled networks ,The receivers will be continuously active for the requirement of robust 

power supply and allows for heterogeneous networks  [4]. ZigBee has a defined rate of 250 kbit/s, best suited for periodic 

or intermittent data or a single signal transmission from a sensor or input device.  

ZigBee technique is simpler and less expensive  while comparing with wireless personal area networks (WPANs), such 

as Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_area_network#Wireless_PAN
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluetooth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wi-Fi
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Zigbee routers can be used in tree and mesh networks to extend the communication of the network. 

4.2. Increasing Ray Search Protocol (IRS) 

Increasing ray search protocol is designed to achieve an energy efficient and scalability. 

IRS protocol goals: 

1. Designed to achieve the efficiency of energy and latency. 

2. The packet route along the set of tracks which are called Rays, The packets are sent along all rays where the whole 

area is allocated to it and it minimizes the overlap of transmissions.  

3. IRS protocol consumes the least amount of energy to attain the maximum probability by discovering the target 

information.  

To achieve the good node placement we have two algorithms  

1. Reliable data transport (ESRT) algorithm. 

In this algorithm it focuses on reliable transfer of data from source to destination.  

2. Generic routing algorithm(Flooding) . 

In this algorithm congestion has been reduced. 

These algorithms have been used to improve the performance of wireless sensor networks by using the multiple paths as 

alternative paths in order to forward the traffic from source to sink . 

V. MECHANISHM 

A Logical WSN network is formed by cooperation of sensor nodes. Sinks are used to collect data packets that are routed 

from logical network. These  data packets are routed through multi hop transmission. Thus, WSNs consist of a large set 

of nodes which are distributed within a wide environmental area to perform two specific functions that is  sensing and 

monitoring of nodes within logical area in order to achieve  traffic and environmental monitoring, efficient industry 

production, and security at home. Hence, WSNs nodes response quickly to the detected events (or) monitored events.   

The energy of each node  in WSNs is affected by heavy traffic load. This problem worsens in low powered WSNs.   

In this technique an optimized path is created for a sink node with a use of a channel that is commonly assigned to 

CSMA and TDMA Scheme. A first and second nodes use a CSMA Scheme  for sending and receiving data by the 

corresponding channel slots. By using TDMA scheme ,a data is sent to the second node during first set amount of time. If 

a data is not received from the second node then an inactive offer is send to the transition of first received slot and the 

further process takes place and correspondingly we can reduce the energy consumed at each node.  
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VI.CONCLUSION 

In this Paper, the problem of minimizing the energy consumption in WSNs has been addressed by, including energy 

consumption technique. This is done by adding the ZigBee technique to design nodes on WSN so that it will make the 

nodes of WSN able to wake up and turn to active mode in only 15ms or less. ZigBee is designed for low power 

consumption as it is designed with abilities that make the nodes able to sleep most of the time and hence making in the 

battery lasting longer.  IRS protocol is  designed with the ZigBee technique, as this protocol would be used for 

discovering information of unaware locations and achieving efficiency of energy. The algorithms used are ESRT and 

Flooding. ESRT algorithm represents a congestion control with the placement of nodes, thus it is a routing algorithm. 

Flooding algorithm worked with the fact that each node always tries to send every message to every neighbor node. 

Thus, The power issues of WSN presents the role of ZigBee and IRS protocol to reduce the energy consumption on 

WSN. 
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ABSTRACT 

Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is one of the growing networks that are used for communication system over 

heterogeneous networks. DTN does not have end to end connectivity instead message is moved by “Bundle 

layer” which employs store and forward message from node to node over the path reaching the destination. It 

has a wide range of application over the deep space, underwater communication, forest etc. But security aspect 

of these networks is still in progress. Here the security mechanism like PKI, BSP Specification, IBC and their 

drawback were discussed, which will be helpful for further research in the field of DTN. 

Keywords: Bundle protocol, BSP, Delay Tolerant Network, IBC , PKI. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Unlike internet used in wide range, there are applications where there is no internet connection, example deep 

space, rural area. Internet is based on TCP/IP communication. This protocol provides end-to-end 

communication across the network. Hence end-to-end communication is not suitable for the challenged 

environment.To adopt over those environment delay tolerant network is introduced. Delay Tolerant Network 

(DTN) is an effective approach that overlay over internet to overcome the issues over heterogeneous network 

[1], where there is connection disruption. It is applicable in areas where there is low latency connectionStore and 

forward technique is proposed to overcome the problem of lack of connectivity in delay tolerant 

network.Security is the main issues in DTN.  The existing securities mechanism like PKI, BSP, IBS and the 

drawbacks over those security approaches were discussed. 

II. BACKGROUND 

In this section, DTN architecture is explained in detail. Bundle protocol and transformation of data in bundle 

through store and forward approach is discussed and DTN over space is also described. 

2.1 DTNs 

Today the growth of internet has covered all over the world. This has been made successful by usage of 

protocols, know as TCP/IP protocol. TCP/IP work on end to end connectivity for data transformation. There are 

environments where the internet connections can be upheld. If there is any path break in any area, the work of 

TCP/IP fails to transform the data’s. To avoid lack of continuous connectivity over networks, Delay Tolerant 
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Network as been evolved without any end to end connection [2].DTN is overlay network which is more 

probably used in areas like social nets, human travelling, connectivity’s of developing countries, forest, 

underwater communication, deep-space communication. DTN has bundle layer where the data is stored and 

forwarded instead of end to end connectivity. Hence store and forward technique will avoid data loss over this 

network. But security aspects of this network suffer due to connection loss in middle and delay. Fig 1 shows the 

Architecture of Internet and Fig 2 is the modified representation of DTN with bundle layer between application 

and transport layer. The main aim of DTN is to provide connection in asynchronous manner to different 

networks. The communication protocol is considered as a region and this region is identified with the region 

identifier (RID) and endpoint identifier (EID). This architecture has three main entities: 

Host: It transmits the bundle from source to destination. 

Router: Store and forward technique is implemented for retransmission of bundle when next hop is not sure. 

Gateway: Authentication is made with interoperability.  Storage and forward bundle to next region.  

Fig 1: Architecture of internet                   Fig 2: Architecture of DTNs 

2.2 Bundle Protocol 

The messages are transmitted as bundles and this bundles is passed over the IP packets. The bundle is passed 

with the destination identifier. Bundle protocol is the interface between application and transport layer that is 

used for message forwarding. Store and forward approach is implemented in delay tolerant network by bundle 

protocol. Bundle protocol is a transmission protocol, on the top of lower to lower protocol as internet protocol. 

A single Bundle will store the data and forward data throughout the DTN. The message passing through DTN 

should be secured. So, security will provide conformation that the transmitted data to the next node is 

successful.  The routing function is established in DTN without end-to-end connection. Bundle protocol 

between application and lower to lower protocol is illustrated in Fig 3,   
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Fig 3. Bundle Protocol Overlay 

2.3 Space DTNs 

DTN over space will make a real network environment. DTN over space will have huge delay in data 

transformation. The bundle protocol transforms information with internet by native internet protocols. 

Convergence Layer adapter (CLA) [3] is the interface between the bundle protocols. Bundle protocol identifies 

the bundles by the bundle endpoint id. The data unit in bundle protocol is the bundles and the bundle node can 

transform the data. 

2.4 Store and Forward Approach 

Delay Tolerant Network as overcome the drawback of lack of connectivity and delay by store and forward 

approach. All data’s are stored and transformed before reaching the destination. Fig 4 suggests a rough 

illustration of store and forward approach.  Every bundle is passed to the database here it is proceed and 

forwarded from source to destination. Each node consists of store device like hard disk where the data can be 

stored. This storage is useful when next node disconnected for a long period of time or when the number of 

incoming message is higher than the number of outgoing message.The store and forward approach exchange 

data in the bundle layer and this layer is merged with the OSI model. 

 

   Fig 4. Store and Forward Technique 
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III. SECURITY SURVEY OVER DTNS 

3.1 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 

 PKI is mainly used for the authentication functionality. PKI can create, store, mange, and distribute the 

certificate in asymmetric manner.The end user is identified by public key cryptography. Hence one user can 

authenticate over another user’s public key by certificate signed by the certificate authority (CA) [4]. This PKI 

is implemented by online certificate revocation list (CRL) posted by CAs. Then the register authority (RA) can 

promote a verity of administrative process from CA.Finally repository is used to store the certificate and CRL.  

In this situation if there is no internet connection then receiver cannot authenticate sender’s public key or 

certificate the DTN. Hence Seth and Keshav[5] as suggested that PKI is not the right security mechanism for 

DTN communication. DTN will have no end to end connection and the implementation of PKI is impossible in 

this network.  

3.2 Bundle Security Protocol Specification (BSPS) 

In order to provide data confidentiality and integrity for DTN, the DTN Research Group (DTNRG) has 

introduced the Bundle Security protocol Specification (BSPS) [6]. This provides four IPSecheader that is 

appended to the bundle that prove security over the DTN. Fig 5 shows security block over the DTN bundle. 

 

    Fig 5. Security block of DTN 

Bundle Authentication Block (BAB): BAB is implemented for authenticating the bundles between two nodes 

using the symmetric key. In BAB the key derivation by and message authentication is made by HMAC-SHA1 

algorithm. Hence HMAC is embedded with SHA1 for security aspect of data transmission data.  

Payload Integrity Block (PIB):PIB is implemented for authentication from source that generates the PIB, to 

destination that verifies PIB authentication. The path of node from source to destination can verify integrity 

through PIB. This uses RSA-SHA256 algorithm for encryption and hashing. Hence RSA is embedded with 

SHA256 for authentication. RSA is encryption and decryption based data transformation process with highly 

secured functionality. SHA 256 as the block size of 512 bit. 

Payload Confidentiality Block (PCB): PCB is implemented for encrypting payload in source and the 

destination will decrypt the payload. This uses RSA-AES128 of payload. RSA is mainly encrypted by the 

sender and decrypted by receiver. Hence the block size of AES is 128 bit.  
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Extension Security Block (ESB): ESB is implemented to secure the non-payload (i.e. like metadata) it relates 

the payload but not the actual payload. It is mainly used to provide confidentiality. This uses RSA-AES128 

algorithm. 

BSP is the method of protecting bundle between end-to-end and it also provide confidentiality for bundle 

according to Farrell et al., 2009, Symington et al., [7]. But BSP is based on shared keying but automated sharing 

of key is reaming a great issue. (Wood et al., 2009) [8]. 

3.3 Identity Based Cryptography (IBC) 

Identity Based Cryptography is public key cryptography, here the string is considered to be a valid public key. 

The sender sends the message to the receiver by encrypting the message using the receiver’s public key.  While 

the receiver receives the encrypted message the receiver contact to the Private Key Generator (PKG) [9] who is 

a third party to obtain the decrypted message. . Fig 6 illustrates the IBE secured communication [10]. 

1. Sender generates the random key and sends the cipher text c (i.e. encryption of symmetric key and message) 

and envelope t (i.e. encryption of private parameter with unique id and symmetric key).  

2. The generated c, t is passed to the receiver.      

 3. PKG is the interface between sender and receiver. Where private key s (i.e. PKG of private parameter with 

secret key and unique id) and also generate t’ (i.e. encryption of symmetric key with shared key).  

 4. Here t’ is passed to the receiver. 

5. Receiver gets t’ from the PKG and decrypt the message. 

IBC is considered to be undesirable network because of intractable problem over PKG parameter, private key 

revocation and name space management. Bhutta et al [11] as analysed the security mechanism and concluded 

that single key management is not possible due to overlay of DTNs over heterogeneous network.  

 

  Fig 6. Working of IBC 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the analysis of security mechanism was been carried. The existing approaches that are developed 

for security over delay tolerant network is been verified with their own advantages and disadvantage. 

V. FUTURE WORK 

There are many drawbacks over the existing approaches in delay tolerant network. This can be overcome in the 

future process and can be provided with highly secured data transmission network.  
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ABSTRACT 

Finding of expression and networks between cancer causing proteins are the principle and basic level of 

understanding in control of cancer. The present network analysis was provided an understanding of protein 

networks for selected proteins/genes AKT1, ALK, BRAF, EGFR, HER2, KRAS, MEK1, MET, NRAS, PIK3CA, 

RET, ROS1 AR, ER, FGFR1, FGFR2, PIK3CA, PR and PTEN oncogenes.  The study showed that two genes, 

AKT1 and PIK3CA are largely associated with both lung and breast cancers. 

Keywords: Lung Cancer, Breast Cancer, Oncogenes, Interaction Networks. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The increasing amount of data generated and stored in molecular genetics laboratories is often difficult to build 

a sense of results due to vast number of different outcomes occurring during studies. The expression levels for 

genes in biological databases make intelligence findings and furnish a significant result for computing its 

associated (experiment-wise) statistical significance (Mark et al., 2003). Protein interaction network methods 

have become increasingly important and form integral part of research in the health sciences. The clustering and 

association techniques are used to assembly the transactional data based on literature (Auget
 
et al., 2007). 

Lung cancer is comprised of two main histologic subtypes: small cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small cell 

lung cancer (NSCLC). Over the past few decades it has become understandable that subsets of NSCLC can be 

further distinct at the molecular level by repeated 'driver' mutations occurring in multiple oncogenes, including 

AKT1, MET, ALK, BRAF, RET, HER2, KRAS, EGFR, NRAS, MEK1, PIK3CA, and ROS1 

(http://www.mycancergenome.org/content/disease/lung-cancer). 

Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer leading cause of cancer death in female’s worldwide, 

accounting for 23% (1.38 million) of the total new cancer cases and 14% (458,400) of the total cancer deaths in 
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2008. The gene involved in breast cancer includes AKT1, AR, HER2, PIK3CA, ER, FGFR1, FGFR2, PR and 

PTEN  (http://www.mycancergenome.org/content/disease/breast-cancer). 

II. METHODOLOGY 

As there are more number of breast and lung cancers that are predicted in the available data from different 

sources, the genes that are shown above are tested for network analysis using string database. The query 

multiple proteins AKT1, ALK, BRAF, EGFR, HER2, KRAS, MEK1, MET, NRAS, PIK3CA, RET, ROS1 AR, 

ER, FGFR1, FGFR2, PIK3CA, PR and PTEN were submitted to string server for understanding protein 

interaction networks. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Proteins are key biological molecules that performs network of associations that pass from health to disease 

conditions and vice-versa (Nageswara et al., 2010). A research field available in clinical and biochemical 

approaches help in understanding of function of enzymes and proteins in various living systems such as 

microbes, plants and animals (Kaladhar
 
et al., 2012).  

The data collected are shown good interactive profile and network for cancer genes.  Two genes AKT1 and 

PIK3CA are largely associated with both lung and breast cancers. 

Figure no. 1 was provided the cancer gene association network using database. 

 
Fig. 1: Breast and Lung Cancer Gene Network 
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Figure no. 2 was shown the gene association with other species like D.melanogaster, C. elegans, 

S.cerevisiae, B.Taurus and G.gallus. 

 

Fig. 2: Species-Network Association for Cancer Genes 

Germline mutations in PTEN on 10q23 were found to cause 85% of Cowden syndrome with high risks of breast, 

thyroid, and other cancers (Orloff
 
et al., 2013). PIK3CA and AKT pathway networks are common in cancers 

(Stemke-Hale
 
et al., 2008). The genomic and proteomic studies can provide better understanding in cause of 

occurrences in various types of cancers. PIK3CA oncogene mutations direct PI3K-dependent tumorigenesis 

through activation of the AKT/PKB kinase (Vasudevan
 
et al., 2009; Janku et al., 2011).  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The genes AKT1 and PIK3CA are associated with both the breast and lung cancers. The ligand protein 

interaction profile provides better understanding on available drugs used by patients in further studies.  
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ABSTRACT  

 Conventional abstraction queries, like range search and nearest neighbor retrieval, which involve conditions on 

objects’ geometric properties. Today, several fashionable applications imply novel sorts of queries that focus to 

search out objects satisfying each a spatial predicate, and a predicate on their associated texts. As an example, by 

considering all the restaurants, instead a nearest neighbor query would rather ask the eating place that's the nearest 

among those whose menus contain “steak, spaghetti, brandy” all at a similar time. At present, the simplest answer 

to such queries is relies on the IR2-tree, which, as shown in this paper, includes a few deficiencies that seriously 

impact its efficiency. Impelled by this, we tend to develop a replacement access technique referred to as the spatial 

inverted index that extends the conventional inverted index to address multidimensional knowledge, and comes with 

algorithms that may answer nearest neighbor queries with keywords in real time. As verified by experiments, the 

planned techniques exceed the IR2-tree in query reaction time significantly, usually by an element of orders of 

magnitude. 

Keywords- Spatial Predicate, Associated Texts, Information Retrieval Tree, Keyword Search, 

Spatial Inverted Index. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge and Data Engineering focus mainly on extraction of data from database. i.e. Data mining .Data 

mining helps in extraction of  most important data from the huge collection of data that is stored i.e. data 

warehouse. Data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection of data in 

support of management's decision making process. A spatial database is used to store huge amount of space 

related data such as maps, medical imaging data etc. and manages  multidimensional objects (such as points, 

rectangles, etc.), and provides quick access to those objects based on different choice criteria. The  importance 

of spatial databases is it provides a convenient path to model the entities of reality in a geometric manner [key-

1]. As an example, locations of restaurants, hotels, hospitals and then on are typically shown as points in an 

exceedingly map, whereas larger extents like parks, lakes, and landscapes typically as a mixture of rectangles. 

Several functionalities of a spatial information are helpful in numerous ways that in specific contexts. For 

example, in an exceedingly geographic data system, vary search may be deployed to search out all restaurants in 

a particular space, whereas nearest neighbor retrieval will discover the restaurant nearest to a given address.Now 

days, the widespread use of search engines has created it realistic to write down spatial questions in an 
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exceedingly novel approach. Conventionally, queries focus on objects‟ geometric properties solely, like whether 

or not a point is in a rectangle, or however close two points are from one another. We have seen some 

fashionable applications that have an ability to pick objects supported each of their geometric coordinates and 

their associated texts. As an example, Search engine will be fairly helpful if it search nearest restaurant that will 

offers the ordered food. Note that this is often not the “globally” nearest building (which would are came back 

by a standard nearest neighbor query), however the closest restaurant among solely those providing all the 

ordered foods and drinks. During this paper, we have a tendency to tend to style a variant of inverted index 

that’s optimized for third-dimensional points, and is thus named the spacial inverted index (SI index). This 

access technique with success incorporates point coordinates into a standard inverted index with little additional 

space, attributable to a delicate compact storage theme. Meanwhile, an SI-index preserves the spatial locality of 

information points, and comes with an R-tree designed on each inverted list at space overhead. 

 

II.PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Let P be a set of multidimensional points. As our aim is to combine keyword search with the existing location-

searching services on facilities such as hospitals, restaurants, hotels, etc., we will focus on dimensionality 2, but our 

technique can be elongated to arbitrary dimensionalities with no technical impedes. We will assume that the points in 

P have integer coordinates, such that each coordinate ranges in [0, t], where t is a large integer. This is not as limited 

as it may seem, because even if one would like to insist on real valued coordinates, the set of different coordinates 

represent able under a space limit is still finite and enumerable; therefore, we could as well convert everything to 

integer with proper scaling. 

As with [12], every purpose p in P is related to a collection of words, that is denoted as Wp and termed the document 

of p. for instance, if p stands for a eating house, Wp is its menu, or if p could be a hospital, W  is the list of its out-

patient specialties. It's clear that Wp could probably contain several words. Ancient nearest neighbor search 

returns the data point nearest to a question purpose. Following [12], we tend to extend the matter to 

incorporate predicates on objects’ texts. Formally, in our context, a nearest neighbor (NN) question specifies some 

extent letter of the alphabet and a collection Wq of keywords (we check with Wq because the document of the query). 

It replies the purpose in that's the closest to letter of the alphabet, where Pq is outlined as 

Pq = {p є P |Wq ⫃ Wp}                    (1) 

 

               Fig. 1. (a) Shows the locations of points and                             (b) gives their associated texts. 
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In different words, Pq is that the set of objects in P whose documents contain all the keywords in Wq. within 

the case wherever Pq is empty, the question replies nothing. The matter definition will be generalized to k nearest 

neighbor (kNN) search, that finds the k points in Pq nearest to q; if Pq has but k points, the complete Pq ought 

to be came back. As an example, assume that P contains of eight points whose locations are as shown in Fig. 1a (the 

black dots), and their documents are given in Fig. 1b. Contemplate Query a question a question} purpose q at the 

white dot of Fig. 1a with the set of keywords Wq = . Nearest neighbor search finds p6, noticing that each one points 

nearer to letter than p6 are missing either the question keyword c or d. If k = two nearest neighbors are needed, p8 is 

additionally came back additionally.The result's still notwithstanding k will increase to three or higher, as a result 

of solely 2 objects have the keywords c and d at the similar time. 

 

III.RELATED WORK 

3.1 R-Tree 

R-Tree makes use of only Associate in Nursing R-Tree organization [16]. Given a distance-first top-k 

abstraction keyword question, the algorithm initial finds the top-1 nearest neighbor object to the  question purpose 

Qp. Then it retrieves that object (since the R-tree only contains object pointers) and compares that object’s matter 

description with the keywords of the question. If the comparison fails then that object is discarded, and 

thus future nearest object is retrieved. The progressive NN algorithm is used. 

This technique continues until Associate in nursing object is found whose matter description contains 

the question keywords. Once a satisfying object is found it’s came back and thus the strategy repeats until k 

objects square measure came back. The pitfalls of this algorithm is that it’s to retrieve every object came back by the 

NN algorithm until the top-k result objects square measure found. This likely can end in the retrieval of the 

various “useless” objects. Inside the worst case (when none of the objects satisfies the query’s keywords) the 

entire tree should be traversed and every object should be inspected. 
 

3.2. Signature File 

Signature files were introduced by Faloutsos and Christodoulakis [11] as a way to expeditiously search a gaggle of 

text documents. Signature files seem to be a promising access technique for text and attributes. according to this 

method, the documents (or records) are keep consecutive in one file (“text file”), whereas abstractions of the 

documents (“signatures”) are keep consecutive in another file (“signature file”). Thus on resolve a question , the 

signature file is scanned first, and lots of no qualifying documents are promptly discarded. Generally signature file 

refers to a hashing-based framework, whose representation in keyword search on spatial info is believed as 

superimposed code to writing (SC). It’s designed to perform membership tests that make sure whether or not or not a 

question word w exists in an exceedingly each set W of words. SC is conservative, among the sense that if it says 

“no”, then w is by no means in W. on the other hand, if SC returns “yes”, truth answer are either 

manner, throughout that case the entire W ought to be scanned to avoid a false hit. 

In the context of keyword search on spatial info [12], SC works at intervals identical means that as a result of the 

classic approach of bloom filters. In pre-processing, it creates signature of length ‟l‟ from W by hashing each word 

in ‟W‟ to a string of l bits, so taking the disjunction of all bit strings. For example, enable us to denote by h(w) the 
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bit string of a word w. First, all the l bits of h(w) are initialized to zero. Then, SC rerun the following m times: willy-

nilly select a little and set it to at least one. Very considerably, organization ought to use w as its appears to 

form certain that constant w forever completes with a identical h(w). Moreover, the 

m picks are reciprocally freelance and can even occur to be constant bit. The concrete values of l associated m have a 

cause on the area worth and false hit risk. Table one offers associate example for instance on top 

of method, forward l= 5 and m= 2.For associate example, at intervals the bit string h(a) of a, the third and fifth 

(counting from left) bits unit of measurement set to at least one. As mentioned earlier, the bit signature of a set W o f 

words just OR‟s the bit strings of all the members of W. 

                                                                         Table 1 

Word Hashed Bit String 

 

A 101 

B 1001 

C 11 

D 110 

E 10010 

 

Fig. 2. Example of bit string computation with l =5 and m = 2. 

As associate example, the signature of a set equals 01101, whereas that of equals 01111. Given a question keyword 

w, SC performs the membership ,take a glance at in W by checking whether or not or not all the 1‟s of 

h(w) appear at constant positions at intervals the signature of W. If not, it’s secured that w cannot belong to W. 

Otherwise, the take a glance at can’t be resolved victimization alone the signature, and a scan of W follows. A false 

hit happens if the scan reveals that W really doesn’t contain w. As associate example, assume that we tend to would 

like to envision whether or not or not word c may be a member of set mistreatment the set’s signature 01101. Since 

the fourth bit of h(c) = zero11 is one but that of 01101 is 0, SC in real time reports “no”. As another example, 

take under consideration the membership take a glance at of c in whose signature is 01111. This time, SC returns 

“yes” as a results of 01111 has 1‟s within the least the bits where h(c) is on the brink of 1; as a result, a full scan of 

the set is required to verify that this will be a false hit. 

 

3.3 Inverted Indexes 

The inverted index system is also a central part of a typical software system categorization formula. A goal of a 

research engine performance is to optimize the speed of the query: Understand the documents where word happens. 

Once associate index is developed, that provisions lists of words per document; it’s next inverted to develop 

associate inverted index. Querying the index would wish serial iteration through each document and to each word to 

verify the same document. The time, memory and method property to execute such a question don’t appear to be 

forever in theory realistic. Instead of listing the words per article inside the index, the inverted index system is 

developed that lists the documents per word. The inverted index created, the question can presently be determined by 
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jumping to the word id inside the inverted index. These were effectively inverted indexes with a little amount of 

supplementary clarification that required a fantastic amount of conceive to end up. 

 

                                                               Fig. 3. Example of an inverted index. 

In NN method with IR2-tree, a degree retrieved from the index ought to be verified (i.e., having its text description 

loaded and checked). Verification is in addition necessary with I- index, apart from exactly the other reason. For 

IR2-tree, verification is as a results of we've got a bent to don’t have the careful texts of a points, whereas for I-

index, it’s as a results of we've got a bent to don’t have the coordinates. Specifically, given associate points 

NN question Q with keyword set Wq, the question rule of I-index initial retrieves (by merging) the set Pq of all points 

that have all the keywords of Wq, and then, performs |Pq| random I/Os to urge the coordinates of each purpose in 

Pq thus on choose its distance to Q. once Wq has exclusively one word, the performance of I-index 

is very dangerous, that's anticipated as a results of everything inside the inverted list of that word ought to be 

verified. Apparently, as a result of the dimensions of Wq can increase, the performance gap between I index and IR2-

tree keeps narrowing nominal I- index even starts to trounce IR2-tree at |Wq| = four. This {could this may} be not 

as stunning as a result of it could seem. As |Wq| grows, not many objects need to be compelled to be verified as 

a results of the number of objects carrying all the question keywords drops quickly.  

On the other hand, at currently a advantage of I index starts to pay off. That is, scanning associate points inverted 

list is relatively low value as a results of it involves exclusively consecutive I/Os , as against the random nature of 

accessing the nodes of associate points IR2-tree. The spatial inverted list (SI-index) is basically a compressed 

version of Associate in Nursing I-index with embedded coordinates. Question process with Associate in Nursing SI-

index will be done either by merging or at the side of R-trees during a distance browsing manner. Moreover, the 

compression eliminates the defect of a standard I index such Associate in Nursing SI-index consumes a lot of 

less area 

 

IV.EXISTING SYSTEM 

4.1Ir2-Tree 

The IR2-tree [12] combines the R-tree with signature files. Next, we are going to review what a signature file is 

before explaining the small print of IR2-trees. Our discussion assumes the data of R-trees and therefore the best-

first algorithmic rule [14] for NN search, each of those well-know techniques in spatial databases. Signature get 

into general refers to a hashing-based framework, whose representation in [12] is thought as superimposed committal 

to writing (SC),that is shown to be more practical than different instantiations [11]. It's designed to perform 
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membership tests: verify whether or not a question word w exists in a very set W of words. SC is 

conservative, within the sense that if it says “no”, then w is certainly not in W. If, on the opposite hand, SC 

returns“yes”, actuality answer will be either method, during which case the full W should be scanned to avoid a false 

hit. 

 In the context of [12], SC works within the same means because the classic technique of bloom filters. In 

preprocessing, it builds slightly signature of length l from W by hashing every word in W to a string of l bits, and 

so taking the disjunction of all bit strings. for example, denote by h(w) the bit string of a word w. First, all the l bits 

of h(w) square measure initialized to zero. Then, SC repeats the subsequent m times: at random   select slightly and 

set it to one. Terribly significantly, randomisation should use w as its seed to confirm that a 

similar w continually winds up with a consistent h(w).What is more, the m selections square 

measure reciprocally freelance, and should even happen to be a similar bit. The concrete values of l and m have an 

effect on the are a value and false hit likelihood, as are going to be mentioned later.    

The best methodology so far for nearest neighbour search with keywords is as a result of Felipe ET AL [12]. They 

nicely integrate 2 well-known concepts: R-tree [2], a preferred abstraction index, and signature file [11], a 

good methodology for keyword primarily based document retrieval. By doing in order that they develop a 

structure referred to as the IR2-tree [12], that has the strengths of each R-trees and signature files. Like R-trees, the 

IR2-tree preserves objects‟ abstraction proximity, that is that the key to finding abstraction queries with efficiency. 

On the opposite hand, like signature files, the IR2-tree is in a position to filter a substantial portion of the objects 

that don't contain all the question keywords, so considerably reducing the quantity of objects to be examined. The 

IR2-tree, however, conjointly inherits a disadvantage of signature files: false hits. That is, a signature file, as a result 

of its conservative nature, should still direct the search to some objects, albeit they are doing not have all the 

keywords. The penalty so caused is that the got to verify associate degree object whose satisfying a  question or 

not can't be resolved exploitation solely its signature, however needs loading its full text description, that is pricey as 

a result of the ensuing random accesses. It's noteworthy that the false hit downside isn't specific solely to signature 

files, however conjointly exists in alternative strategies for approximate set membership tests with compact storage. 

Therefore, the matter can't be remedied by merely replacement signature file with any of these strategies. 

4.2. Drawbacks of the Ir2-Tree 

TheIR2-tree is that the 1st access technique for respondent NN queries with keywords. Like several pioneering 

solutions, the IR2-tree additionally includes a few drawbacks that have an effect on its potency. the 

foremost serious one amongst all is that the quantity of false hits are often very giant once the article of the 

ultimate result's off from the question purpose, or the result's merely empty. Some properties of SC (the variant of 

signature file utilized in the IR2-tree). SC has 2 parameters: the length of a signature, and therefore the variety m of 

bits chosen to line to one in hashing a word. There is, in fact, very simply one parameter l, as a result of the best m 

(which minimizes the chance of a false hit) has been resolved by Stiassny                                                                      

mopt = l .ln(2)/g                                                                                                (2) 
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where g is that the variety of distinct words within the set W on that the signature is being created. Even with  

such Associate inNursing best alternative of m, Faloutsos and Christodoulakis[11] 

show that the false 

hit chance equals  

                                                                     Pfalse= (1/2)^  mopt         (3) 

Put in a very completely different method, given any word w that doesn't belong to W, SC canstill report “yes” 

with chance Pfalse, and demand a full scan of W. 

 

V.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We tend to style a variant of inverted  index that's optimized for three-d points, and is therefore named 

the spacial inverted index (SI-index). 

5.1Spatial inverted index (si-index). 

This access methodology with success incorporates purpose coordinates into a traditional inverted index 

with little additional area, attributable to a fragile compact storage theme. Meanwhile, Associate in Nursing SI-index 

preserves the spacial neighborhood of information points; Associate in Nursing comes with an R-

tree designed on each inverted list at very little area overhead. 

As a result, it offers 2 competitory  ways in which for question process. 

We will (sequentially) merge multiple lists substantially like merging ancient inverted lists by ids. 

Instead, we will additionally leverage the R-trees to browse the purposes of all relevant lists in ascending order of 

their distances to the question point. 

VI.CONCLUSION 

There are several techniques seen for line a groundwork engine that’s able to efficiently support novel sorts 

of abstraction queries that area unit integrated with keyword search. This solution to such  queries either 

incur preventative house consumption or area unit unable to produce real time answers. The planned system has 

remedied the case by developing associate access methodology remarked because the abstraction Inverted 

index(SI-index).Not only that the SI-index is fairly house economical, but includes the pliability to perform 

keyword-augmented nearest neighbor search in time that’s at the order of dozens of milliseconds. Moreover, as a 

result of the SI- index depends on the quality technology of inverted index,  it’s promptly incorporable in an 

exceedingly  business compute  program that applies additional similarity, implying its immediate 

industrial professionals. 
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ABSTRACT 

 In the present work have calculated Gruniesen parameter (  ) at different up to the compression range 0.92 using 

B-M and Stacey EOS for  Bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3 ) and Debye temperature (θD) up to the pressure of 11 GPa. 

Result obtained by Birch-Murnghan EOS shows that  vs V/V0 is straight line and having slight variation with 

compression than the computed results obtained from Stacey EOS, which strongly supports the validity of Birch-

Murnghan EOS for calculating Gruneisen parameter for Bismuth ferrite up to the compression range of the order of 

0.92. The effective values of Debye temperature (θD) obtained from B-M EOS strongly suggest its validity for 

Bismuth ferrite. 

Keywords: Gruniesen parameter, Bismuth ferrite, Debye temperature Equation of state. 

PACS: 65., 64.30.-t, 62.20.de  

I INTRODUCTION 

Room temperature multiferroic BiFeO3 is one of the most intensively studied materials of the moment. Among 

multiferroics Bismuth ferrite BiFeO3 (BFO) commonly considered as a model system and is perhaps the only 

material that is both magnetic and ferroelectric with a strong electric polarization at ambient conditions.  Bismuth 

Ferrite BiFeO3 is commonly considered to be a model system [1,2] for multiferroic especially for ABO3 perovskites 

where the ferroelectricity is driven by an A cation with 6s
2
 lone pair electrons. The perovskites BFO is one of the 

very few robust multiferroics with ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic order well above room temperature. The 

effect of high pressure and perovskite is more complex. In this paper the equation of state has been extended to 

calculate the theoretical values of both Gruniesen parameter and Debye temperature using isothermal EOS. We 

present the analysis for the variation of Gruniesen parameter with compression and variation of Debye temperature 

with pressure. The Debye characteristic temperature is one of the important characteristics of substance, which 

reflects its structure stability, the strength of bonds between its separate elements, structure defects availability and 
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its density. The Debye temperature θD has slightly different meanings and different numerical values, depending on 

the type of data from which it has been computed, and depending on how the computations have been made. In the 

present work we have evaluated the Debye temperature at different pressure for BiFeO3. 

The Gruneisen parameter () has considerable appeal to geophysists because it is an approximately constant, 

dimensionless parameter that varies slowly as a function of pressure [3]. Unfortunately, the experimental 

determination of Gruneisen parameter () is extremely difficult [3]. As the result of difficulty associated with 

obtaining an accurate value for Gruneisen parameter () experimentally, many scientists related Gruneisen parameter 

()   at atmospheric pressure (P=0) to the first derivative of the bulk modulus with respect to pressure KT’ via  = 

(1/2)KT’-X, where X is constant . These relations may be expanded to take into account the variation of Gruneisen 

parameter () with pressure. In these more general cases Gruneisen parameter  is a function of the equation of state. 

Despite the intrinsic relationship between Gruneisen parameter and equation of state, it is frequently the case that the 

choice of the functional form of both the Gruneisen parameter and the equation of state to which it should be related 

are made independently of each other, and somewhat arbitrarily, this has resulted in a literature in which there is a 

wide range of value of Gruneisen parameter for many geologically relevant materials. 

II THEORY 

The Grüneisen parameter () is of considerable importance to Earth scientists because it sets limitations on the 

thermoelastic properties of the lower mantle and core. Borton and Stacey [4,5], find correlation for Gruneisen 

parameter () leading to-  
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Where, f =2.35 a constant, TK is isothermal bulk modulus and 
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is the first pressure derivative of isothermal 

bulk modulus.The Debye temperature is closely related to many physical properties of solids, such as elastic 

constants, specific heat and melting temperature. One of the method to calculate the Debye temperature is from 

elastic constant data. The Debye temperature may be estimated from the average sound velocity Vm  [6] ; 
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Where, symbols have their usual meaning viz. h is Plank’s constants, NA  is Avogadro’s number, n is no. of atoms 

per formula unit, M is the molecular mass per formula unit, ρ is the density & Vm is given as; 
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Where Vp and Vs are the compressional velocity & shear wave velocity respectively which are obtained from 

Navier’s equation[7] as follows; 
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K is the Bulk modulus & The isotropic shear modulus (G) within the voigt  limit[6,8] is as follows; 
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In terms of Bulk and Shear Modulus, the Young’s modulus [8] can be written as
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III RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In the present work we have made an attempt for the theoretical prediction of Gruneisen Parameter  and Debye 

temperature θD by using above expressions and input data at different compressions [V/V0 = 1 to 0.915]. The input 

values are taken from reference [9]. The graph plotted between  Vs. V/V0 and P vs θD are shown in Fig.1 and  Fig. 

2 respectively. It is clear from graph Fig.1 that the value of   as calculated by using equation (1) with reference to 

input data corresponding to two different EOS (Birch-Murnghan & Stacey EOS), gives close agreement with each 

other. The graph plotted between  and V/V0 for BiFeO3 is straight line. For better approximation Fang and Rong 

[10] and also A. K. Pandey et.al. [5] has suggested that  vs V/V0 curve must be straight line and having slight 

variation with compression values which strongly supports the Birch-Murnghan EOS for calculating Gruneisen 

parameter both at high as well as low pressure ranges.  

Fig.2 shows the predicted pressure dependence of agreegate Debye temperature. At zero pressure we have calculated 

θD= 51.12K. From Fig. 2 it is also clear that the Debye temperature θD monotonically increases with the increasing 

pressure. As the pressure increases all elastic wave velocities gradually increases. Due to increase in the elastic wave 

velocities vm increases which directly affect the Debye temperature effective change in the Debye temperature is 
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observed in the computed results obtained by B-M EOS. Thus the validity of B-M EOS is justified in case of 

Bismuth ferrite. At low temperatures the vibrational excitations arise solely from acoustic vibrations and thus θD 

determines phonon frequency and specific heat. 
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                   Figure-1: Variation of Gruneisen Parameter with compression for BiFeO3 
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                 Figure-2: Variation of Debye Temperature ѲD (K) with Pressure for BiFeO3 
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Table-1-Calculated values of Gruneisen Parameter and Debye Temperature 

  V/V0 P(B-M) P(Stcy)  (B-M)  (Stcy) θD(B-M) θD(Stcy) 

1 0 0 1.350 1.351 51.117 51.117 

0.999 0.098 0.098 1.349 1.350 51.174 51.175 

0.994 0.569 0.569 1.347 1.347 51.479 51.461 

0.989 1.062 1.062 1.345 1.343 51.768 51.766 

0.984 1.577 1.577 1.344 1.340 52.079 52.059 

0.979 2.116 2.116 1.342 1.337 52.409 52.371 

0.974 2.679 2.679 1.340 1.334 52.727 52.687 

0.969 3.269 3.268 1.338 1.331 53.065 53.007 

0.964 3.887 3.885 1.336 1.328 53.410 53.332 

0.958 4.535 4.531 1.334 1.325 53.773 53.657 

0.953 5.214 5.208 1.331 1.323 54.142 54.006 

0.947 5.927 5.918 1.330 1.320 54.535 54.360 

0.942 6.675 6.663 1.328 1.317 54.913 54.717 

0.936 7.46 7.444 1.325 1.315 55.333 55.079 

0.93 8.287 8.265 1.323 1.313 55.739 55.445 

0.924 9.158 9.127 1.322 1.311 56 55.835 

0.918 10.07 10.034 1.319 1.309 56.620 56.228 

0.915 11.034 10.988 1.326 1.307 56.598 56.675 
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ABSTRACT  

 

The use of a cationic surfactant, namely, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as a corrosion inhibitor of 

carbon steel, and a mixed surfactant, i.e., a mixture of cationic and anionic surfactants, CTAB and sodium dodecyl 

sulfate (SDS) as corrosion inhibitor of mild steel and in acidic medium have been reviewed here. The results have 

been evaluated by weight loss method. The results show that CTAB acts as a good inhibitor against the corrosion of 

carbon steel in 1M and 2M HCl solutions, and the maximum inhibition efficiency (IE) is about 87% in 2M HCl 

solution. The IE increases with the inhibitor concentration, while it decreases with increasing the hydrochloric acid 

concentration more than 2M, temperature and immersion time. Meanwhile, CTAB and SDS, in a concentration of 

about 50ppm each has an inhibition efficiency of 83% on mild steel. It has also been noted, that as the medium is 

changed from acidic to basic, the inhibition IE increases. The protective film consists of Fe
2+

-SDS complex. 

Furthermore, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is used to examine the surface morphology of the carbon steel 

samples, both in absence and presence of each inhibitor at optimum conditions. 

 

Keywords: Anionic Surfactants, Cationic Surfactants, Corrosion Inhibition, Steel, Weight Loss 

Method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Corrosion of materials usually takes place in the presence of oxygen and moisture and involves two electrochemical 

reactions, oxidation occurs at anodic site and reduction occurs at cathodic site. The use of inhibitors is one of the 

most practical methods for protection against corrosion in acidic media. Surfactants can be used alone as corrosion 
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inhibitors or in combination with other compounds to improve their performance. In aqueous solution the inhibitory 

action of surfactant molecules may be due to the physical (electrostatic) adsorption or chemisorption onto the 

metallic surface, depending on the charge of the solid surface and the free energy change of transferring a 

hydrocarbon chain from water to the solid surface. The investigation of surfactants adsorbed on metal surfaces is 

extremely important in electrochemical studies such as corrosion inhibition, adhesion, lubrication, and detergency. 

The effective type of corrosion inhibitors for these applications is film-forming inhibitors. Out of the different types 

of surfactants, the use of common cationic surfactants like CTAB and anionic surfactants like SDS, which can be 

produced by relatively less expensive methods have been undertaken with convincingly positive results [12],[13] 

[14]. 

II. CETYLTRIMETHYLAMMONIUM BROMIDE (CTAB) [1]: 

Carbon steel strips of size (2.5cm x 5 cm x1 cm) were acquired. Strips were mechanically polished with different 

grades of emery papers and degreased with acetone. AR grade HCL was used as the acidic medium, to prepare the 

solutions, all with triply distilled water. CTAB used was BDH made. Inhibition efficiencies (IEs) for different 

concentrations of the inhibitor were calculated from weight loss values in the absence and presence of the inhibitor 

at temperature of 20, 40, and 60
0
C. The analysis was done by using weight loss method and the following formulae 

were used to calculate the corrosion rate (Cr), surface coverage (θ) and inhibition efficiency (η%) were determined 

using [2]: 

 

 

 

(1) 

 

 

(2) 

η %  x 100 (3) 

 

where, wi and wo are the weight loss values (mg) in presence and absence of inhibitor, respectively. A is the total 

area of the specimen in cm
2
 and t is the immersion time in minutes. 

III. EFFECT OF INHIBITOR CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE ON INHIBITION 

EFFICIENCY [1]: 

The variation of the inhibition efficiencies obtained from the weight loss with different inhibitor concentrations in 

1M and 2M HCl at different temperatures (20, 40, and 60
0
C) are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3: 
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From the results, we can see that as the concentration of the inhibitor increases from 25 to 300 ppm, the inhibition 

efficiency increases at 20, 40 and 60
0
C. The maximum inhibition efficiency for CTAB inhibitor was found to be 

about 87% in 2M HCl solution. The inhibition was estimated to be 72% at 20
0
C even at very low concentrations (25 

ppm), and at 300 ppm its protection was more than 80% (20
0
- 40

0
C). The inhibition efficiency decreases with an 

increase in corrosion temperature at the same inhibitor concentration Figs. 1, 2 and 3, indicating that the high 

temperature might result in desorption of the inhibitor molecules from the C-steel surface [3],[4],[5].  

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Inhibition efficiency as a function of inhibitor 

concentration in 1 and 2M HCl at 20
0
C [1] 

Fig. 2: Inhibition efficiency as a function of inhibitor 

concentration in 1 and 2M HCl at 40
0
C [1] 

 

Fig. 3: Inhibition efficiency as a function of inhibitor  

concentration in 1 and 2M HCl at 60
0
C [1] 
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IV. EFFECT OF IMMERSION TIME [1] 

The effect of immersion time on corrosion inhibition of different concentrations of CTAB on the corrosion of C-

steel in 1M and 2M HCl at 20, 40 and 60
0
C keeping the inhibitor concentration at 300 ppm was also studied. The 

variation is shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6: 

The inhibition efficiency is higher than 55% when the immersion time is only 0.5 hours, which indicates that the 

adsorption rate of CTAB on the C-steel surface is relatively high. The figures show that CTAB inhibits the corrosion 

of C-steel for all immersion time at all concentrations of CTAB. Increasing immersion time resulted in increasing 

IE. The most suitable results were obtained in 2M HCl at 20
0
C giving an efficiency of up to 87% at 2 hours of 

immersion time. The high inhibition efficiency with longer immersion time could be attributed to the formation of a 

protective film on the C-steel surface, which is time dependent. It has been stated that stable two dimensional layers 

of inhibitor molecules are formed on metal surfaces on longer immersion times [6]. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Effect of exposure time in 1 and 2M HCl at 60
0
C [1] 
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V. ADSORPTION ISOTHERM [1] 

The action of corrosion inhibitors is attributed to adsorption of organic molecules on the metal surface, and the 

inhibition efficiency is directly proportional to the surfactant coverage [7]. According to Langmuir adsorption 

model, the relationship between surface coverage (θ) and inhibitor efficiency (η%)  is defined as: 

 
(4) 

Assuming the adsorption of CTAB on C-steel surface obeys Langmuir adsorption isothermal equation, then we have 

the relation: 

 

        
(5) 

where, C is the concentration of inhibitor and K the adsorptive equilibrium constant [3],[8],[9]. The relationship 

between C/θ and C at 25
0
C is shown in Fig. 7. The linear regressions between C/θ and C show that all the linear 

correlation coefficients (r) in case of 1M and 2M HCl solutions are equal to 1 and also, all the slopes are very close 

to 1 which indicates that the adsorption of CTAB inhibitor onto C-steel surface corresponds with the Langmuir 

adsorption isotherm.  

The adsorptive equilibrium constant, K in case of 2M HCl is more than K in case of 1M HCl which indicates that the 

adsorption of CTAB molecules on C-steel surface in 2M HCl media is easier than that 1M HCl solution. These 

results supports the conclusion that maximum inhibition corresponds to the formation of a monolayer of the additive 

on the active sites of the metal surface. 

 

 

Fig. 5: The relationship between C/θ and C at 25
0
C in 1M and 2M HCl [1] 
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VI. CTAB AND SODIUM DODECYL SULPHATE (SDS) [10]:  

For the analysis, the same methods employed for only CTAB were used, except in this case, instead of carbon steel, 

mild steel was used. The assumption that the adsorption of SDS molecules follow the Langmuir adsorption isotherm 

was made, and equation (5) was used to calculate and plot the graph of C/θ vs. C between 25 and 65
0
C. Fig. 8 gives 

the graph obtained [11].  

 

Fig. 6: Langmuir adsorption plots for mild steel in 2M HCl in different concentrations of mixed 

surfactants 

From the graphs, we could observe that the slopes were close to 1, showing that in addition to CTAB, SDS can be 

also used as an independent surfactant [10]. 

VII. INFLUENCE OF PH ON THE IE OF SDS [12],[15]: 

It was observed that the addition of a base like NaOH increased the inhibition efficiency of the added SDS 

surfactant. This is due to the fact that in acidic medium the protective film is broken by the acid. When pH is 

increased, IE slightly increases for SDS system. This is due to the fact that ionization of SDS is increased by the 

presence of OH- in solution, and hence coordination of SDS with Fe
2+

 of the steel surface is enhanced, effectively 

forming SDS-Fe
2+

 on the metal surface. It was also observed that the use of SDS-Zn
2+ 

inhibitor system increased 

corrosion inhibition greatly. The formulation consisting of 50 ppm of SDS and 5 ppm of Zn2+ has 83% IE, thus 

proving that a mixed inhibitor mostly always has a better IE than a single inhibitor. 

This is illustrated in Fig.9, in which inhibition efficiency (η%) is plotted against pH. 
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Fig. 7: Influence of pH on IE of SDS and SDS-Zn
2+

 system [12] 

 

Fig. 8: SEM images for the mild steel surface in 2 M HCl (a) without surfactant, (b) with 0.05mM of 

CTAB, (c) with 0.05mM of SDS and (d) with 0.05mM of 90:10 CTAB/SDS [10] 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

From the experiments conducted we can say that CTAB acts as a good inhibitor for the corrosion of C-steel in 1M 

and 2M HCl solutions, and the maximum inhibition efficiency is about 87% in 2M HCl solution. The inhibition 

efficiency values increase with the inhibitor dose, but decrease with the temperature. Increasing the immersion time 

resulted in increasing the inhibition efficiency. The adsorption of CTAB on C-steel surface obeys the Langmuir 

adsorption isotherm.  

 

The usage of SDS and CTAB as a mixed inhibitor, increases the corrosion inhibition of mild steel when compared to 

using a single surfactant. The use of SDS-Zn
2+ 

inhibitor system increased corrosion inhibition greatly. The 
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formulation consisting of 50 ppm of SDS and 5 ppm of Zn
2+

 has 83% IE. At lower pH, IE decreases, while at higher 

pH IE increases. 

From the above data, we can conclude that all surfactants can be used as a cheaper alternative for the protection of 

metals. Furthermore, a good inhibition efficiency can be achieved for a very small dosage of the surfactants. 
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ABSTRACT 

Personal information hold on within the Cloud might contain account numbers, passwords, notes, and different vital 

data that might be used and used by a wrongdoer, a challenger, or a court of law. This information are cached, 

copied, and archived by Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), typically while not users’ authorization and management. 

Self-destructing information principally aims at protective the user data’s privacy. All the info and their copies 

become destructed or unclear once a user-specified time, with none user intervention. Additionally, the decoding 

secret's destructed once the user-specified time. This paper presents SeDas, a system that meets this challenge 

through a completely unique integration of cryptanalytic techniques with active storage techniques supported T10 

OSD normal that enforces a proof-of-concept SeDas paradigm. Through practicality and security properties 

evaluations of the SeDas paradigm, the results demonstrate that SeDas is sensible to use and meets all the privacy-

preserving goals delineated. Compared to the system without SeDas the performance for uploading/downloading 

files has been achieved better. 

Keywords: Active Storage Framework, Cloud Computing, Cloud Service Providers, Cryptographic 

Techniques, Self-Destructing Data System. 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

With development of Cloud computing and popularization of mobile web, Cloud services are getting a lot of vital 

for people’s life. People are more or less requested to submit or post some personal non-public data to the Cloud 

over Internet. Once people try this, they subjectively hope service suppliers can give security policy to safeguard 

their knowledge from leakage, thus others people won't invade their privacy. As people trust a lot on the net and 

Cloud technology, security of their privacy is more at risk. On the one hand, once knowledge is being processed, 

reworked and keep by the present automatic data processing system or network, systems or network should cache, 

copy or archive it. These copies are essential for systems and therefore the network. However, people don't have any 

data regarding these copies and can't manage them, thus these copies could leak their privacy. On the opposite hand, 
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their privacy can also be leaked via Cloud Service suppliers (CSPs’) negligence, hackers’ intrusion or some legal 

actions. These issues provide formidable challenges to safeguard people’s privacy. Fig. 1 shows the outer view of 

these services and interaction between the communicating parties. 

 

Fig. 1:  Overview of Cloud Services 

Vanish [1] provides a replacement plan for sharing and protecting privacy. Fig. 2 shows Vanish system architecture 

and its functionalities. Within the Vanish system, a secret is divided and stored in a P2P system with distributed hash 

tables (DHTs). With connection and exiting of the P2P node, the system will maintain secret keys. Consistent with 

characteristics of P2P, after eight hours the DHT can refresh each node. With Shamir Secret Sharing algorithm [2], 

once one cannot get enough components of a key, he won't decipher knowledge encrypted with this key, which 

suggests the secret is destroyed. 

 

Fig. 2:  Vanish System Architecture 

Some special attacks to characteristics of P2P are challenges of Vanish [3], uncontrolled in how long the key will 

survive is additionally one in every of the disadvantages for Vanish. In considering these disadvantages, this paper 

presents an answer to implement a self-destructing system, or SeDas, that is predicated on a full of active storage 

framework [5]–[6]-[7]. The SeDas system defines two new modules, a destroy methodology object that's related to 

every secret key and survival time parameter for every secret key. During this case, SeDas will meet the necessities 
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of self-destructing knowledge with manageable survival time whereas users will use this method as a general object 

storage system. Our contributions are summarized as follows 

1) We concentrate on the connected key distribution rule, Shamir’s rule [2], that is employed because the core rule 

to implement users distributing keys within the object storage system. We tend to use these ways to implement 

a security with equal divided key (Shamir Secret Shares [2]). 

2) Based on active storage framework, we tend to use associate object-based storage interface to store and manage 

the equally divided key. We tend to enforce a proof-of-concept SeDas paradigm. 

3) Through practicality and security properties analysis of the SeDas paradigm, the results demonstrate that SeDas 

is sensible to use and meets all the privacy-preserving goals. The paradigm system imposes moderately low 

runtime overhead. 

4) SeDas supports security erasing files and random coding keys keep in a  magnetic disk drive (HDD) or solid 

state drive (SSD), severally. 

 The remaining portion of the paper proceeds as follows. All the related works are reviewed in section II. SeDas 

system architecture, implementation and design are described in the section III. Then the extension of the paper 

evaluation is presented in section IV. Finally the paper concludes in the Section V followed by work on further 

enhancement 

II RELATED WORK 

2.1 Data Self-Destruction 

The self-destructing information system within the Cloud setting ought to meet the subsequent requirements: i) the 

way to destruct all copies of knowledge at the same time and build them undecipherable just in case the information 

is out of control. ii) A local data destruction approach won't help the Cloud storage because of the amount of 

backups or archives of the information that is hold on within the Cloud is unknown, and a few nodes conserving the 

backup information are offline. iii) No explicit delete actions by the user, or any third-party storing that information 

should occur. iv) No need to modify any of the data or archived copies of that data; iv) Support for securely erasing 

data in both HDD and SSD. 

 Tang et al. [8] proposed FADE that is made upon common cryptographic techniques and assuredly deletes files to 

make them forgotten to anyone upon revocations of file access policies. Wang et al. [9] utilized the general public 

key based mostly homomorphism critic with random mask technique to deliver a privacy-preserving public auditing 

system for Cloud knowledge storage security and uses the technique of an additive combination signature to support 

handling of multiple auditing tasks. Perlman et al. [10] presents three kinds of assured delete: expiration time noted 

at file creation, on-demand deletion of individual files, and custom keys for categories of knowledge. 

Vanish [1] may be a system for making messages that mechanically self-destroy when an amount of given time. It 

integrates special techniques with global-scale, P2P, distributed hash tables (DHTs): DHTs discard information 
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older than a definite age. Vanish works by encrypting every message with a random key and storing shares of the 

key during a period of time, public DHT. However, Sybil attacks [3] might compromise the system by endlessly 

crawling the DHT and saving every key with data on worth before it ages out. This will efficiently recover keys for 

over ninety nine of Vanish messages. Wolchok et al. [3] concludes that public DHTs like VuzeDHT in all 

probability cannot give robust enough security for Vanish. So, Geambasu et al. [11] proposes two main 

countermeasures. 

 Although using each OpenDHT [12] and VuzeDHT may raise the bar for a wrongdoer, at the best it will offer the 

most security derived from either system: if each DHTs are insecure, then the hybrid also will be insecure. Vanish is 

a remarkable approach to a crucial privacy downside, but, in its current type, its insecure [3]. 

 To address the matter of Vanish mentioned higher than, in the previous work, tendency to project a brand new 

theme has been done known as SafeVanish [4], to avoid hopping attack, that is one reasonably the Sybil attacks, by 

extending the length of the key shares, and did some improvement on the Shamir Secret Sharing algorithm [2] 

enforced within the Vanish system. Also, the tendency to give an improved approach against sniffing attacks by 

method of using the general public key cryptosystem to avoid sniffing operations. 

 However, the employment of P2P options still is a fatal weakness each for Vanish and SafeVanish, because there is 

a specific attack against P2P ways (e.g., hopping attacks and Sybil attacks [3]). 

 In addition, for the Vanish system, the survival time of key attainment is set by DHT system and not governable by 

the user. Supported active storage framework, this paper proposes a distributed object-based storage system with 

self-destructing information operation. The system combines a proactive approach within the object storage 

techniques and methodology object, exploitation processing capabilities of OSD to attain information self-

destruction. User will specify the key survival time of distribution key and use the settings of expanded interface to 

export the life cycle of a key, permitting the user to manage the subjective life-cycle of personal information. 

2.2 Object-based storage with active storage technique 

Active storage is an intelligent storage system that has become very popular in today’s research area. For instance 

Wickremesinghe et al. [13] describes a new model for managing the load in the form of active storage units (ASU) 

which maximizes the processing capabilities by controlling the mapping of computational workload to the 

processing units. Similarly, MVSS (Multiview Storage System) [14], is a storage system for active storage devices 

that functions under a single framework for providing flexible migration of application code to storage devices. 

MVSS provides multiple ways for viewing a file similar to multiview in a database system. 

Objects are primitive units of storage that can be directly accessed without passing through a server. This type of 

immediate and direct access offers maximization in performance. Devices that store objects are referred are called as 

object storage devices (OSD) [15]. Object based storage [16] offers great advancement in both storage devices as 
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well as applications by increasing the functionalities of storage devices which seems to be far better compared to 

block based storage. Recently, many a system has entered into object storage environment such as, Panasas [17] and 

Ceph [18] that was developed and deployed under object-based technology. As it is easy to store and process data in 

object storage devices (OSD), people add more features in it that made these type of storage intelligent referred as 

―Intelligent storage‖ or ―Active storage‖ [5]-[7]. 

2.3 Erasing total bits of encryption key 
 

When a file is deleted or erased in SeDas, the bits of the encryption keys of those files are not totally gone until the 

area in the disk is overwritten or used by any other file. This situation gets even worse and complex in case of solid 

state drives (SSDs) because of its weird internal architecture [19]. 

In order to overcome such situations various methods are being employed for erasing the files reliably from hard 

disks like ATA or SCSI command, software tools and government standards. All these techniques have better 

capabilities to erase or delete files either single type or a drive full in an efficient manner. The ATA and SCSI have 

instructions that securely erase the files by sanitizing the whole disk. 

As per the previous works there is no common use of self-destructing data system rather than some specific 

applications like multimedia, database etc., SeDas implements a fully functional prototype where series of 

experiments are carried out to look into its functionalities. Usage of SeDas has experimentally shown that it doesn’t 

affect the normal storage of a system rather it allows self-destruction of data with user controlled survival time.  

 

III DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SeDas 
 

3.1 System Architecture of SeDas 
 

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of SeDas. There are three parties based on the active storage framework.  

i) Metadata server (MDS): MDS is responsible for user management, server management, session management 

and file metadata management. 

ii) Application node: The application node is a client to use storage service of the SeDas.  

iii) Storage node: Each storage node is an OSD. It contains two core subsystems :< key value> store subsystem and 

active storage object (ASO) runtime subsystem. The key value store subsystem that is based on the object storage 

component is used for managing objects stored in storage node: lookup object, read/write object and so on. The 

object ID is used as a key. The associated data and attribute are stored as values. The ASO runtime subsystem based 

on the active storage agent module in the object-based storage system is used to process active storage request from 

users and manage method objects and policy objects. 
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Fig. 3. SeDas system Architecture 

3.2 Active Storage Object 
 

Active storage object (ASO) has ttl value associated with each data that is stored as user objects. The self-

destruction mechanism is triggered by the ttl (Time-to-Live) parameter. This ttl value is decided by the user and it is 

activated based on the users wish. ie, the deletion of file is completely based on the value of the ttl which controls 

the time, until which the file/data can exist. After the ttl value expires the file/data is manually deleted as the user 

suggested. 

3.3 Self-Destruct Method Object 
 

Generally, kernel code can be executed efficiently; however, a service method should be implemented in user space 

with these following considerations. 

 Many libraries such as libc can be used by code in user space but not in kernel space. Mature tools can be used to 

develop software in user space. It is much safer to debug code in user space than in kernel space. 

A service method needs a long time to process a complicated task, so implementing code of a service method in user 

space can take advantage of performance of the system. The system might crash with an error in kernel code, but 

this will not happen if the error occurs in code of user space. 

 A self-destruct method object is a service method. It needs three arguments. The lun argument specifies the device, 

the pid argument specifies the partition and the obj_id argument specifies the object to be destructed. 
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3.4 Key Sharing in storage node 

The client must first register itself with the server after which storage node also continues the registration with the 

metadata server. As a part of the client Advanced Encryption algorithm (AES) is used to generate keys for 

encryption and decryption of the file before uploading or downloading it .Once the keys are generated it has to be 

shared between the user application and the metadata server using Shamir Secret Sharing technique which enables 

distribution of data to N nodes. 

3.5 Data Process 
 

To use the SeDas system, user’s applications should implement logic of data process and act as a client node. There 

are two different processes: uploading and downloading. 

3.5.1 Process of uploading files: When a user uploads a file to a storage system and stores his key in 

this SeDas system, he should specify the file, the key and ttl as arguments for the uploading 

procedure. Fig. 4 presents its pseudo-code. In these codes, we assume data and key has been read 

from the file. The ENCRYPT procedure uses a common encrypt algorithm or user-defined encrypt 

algorithm. After uploading data to storage server, key shares generated by ShamirSecretSharing 

algorithm will be used to create active storage object (ASO) in storage node in the SeDas system. 

3.5.2 Process of downloading files: Any user who has relevant permission can download data stored in 

the data storage system. The data must be decrypted before use. The whole logic is implemented 

in code of user’s application. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: File uploading pseudo-code 

Procedure Upload File (data, key, TTL) 

Data: data read from this file to be uploaded 

Key: data read from the key 

TTL: time-to-live of the key 

Begin//encrypt the input data with the key 

Buffer = Encrypt (data, key) 

Connect to a data storage server; 

if failed then return fail; 

Create file in the data storage server and write buffer into it; 

// use Shamir Secret Sharing algorithm to get key shares 

// k is count of data servers in the SeDas system 

Shared keys [1....k] = Shamir Secret Sharing Split (n, k, key) 

For i from 1 to k then 

Connect to DS[i] 

If successful then create_object (shared keys[i], TTL); 

Else 

For j from 1 to i then 

Delete key shares created before this one; 

Return fail; 

End if 

End for 

Return successful; 

End. 
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IV EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 
 

In this section, we tend to discuss take a look at methodology and implementation for SeDas then offer analysis on 

the take a look at result. We tend to place up an information storage file system supported pNFS in virtual machine 

surroundings to implement the take a look at for file uploading, downloading and sharing. 
 

4.1 Methodology 
 

There are multiple storage services for a user to store knowledge. Meanwhile, to avoid the matter made by the 

centralized ―trusted‖ third party, the responsibility of SeDas is to guard the user key and supply the function of self-

destructing knowledge. Fig. 5 shows the brief structure of the user application realizing storage method. During this 

structure, the user application node contains two system clients: any third-party knowledge storage system (TPDSS) 

and SeDas. The user application interacts with the SeDas server through SeDas’ client, obtaining knowledge storage 

service. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: User application interacting with the Storage server 

Development of SeDas system is done using Spring framework which is basically an easy to use model for 

developing modern applications. Spring framework provides comprehensive platform developing software 

application. The Spring Framework consists of about 20 modules that are clustered into containers such as core 

container, data access/integration, web, AOP (Aspect Oriented Programming), Instrumentation, Messaging and Test. 

Code developed under spring framework and easily testable and are loosely coupled making it for easy maintenance. 

Data access/ integration layer consists of modules namely, JDBC Module, ORM Module, OXM Module where 

SeDas uses ORM for mapping the objects to the databases. 

4.2 Evaluation 
 

Fig. 6 shows the performance evaluation of SeDas system i.e., time taken for uploading and Fig. 7 shows the same 

metric for downloading a file in terms of throughput. The comparison happens between two systems. One is the 
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SeDas System with Active storage framework and the other is the traditional system without self-destructing 

mechanism (Native system). The I/O process between the SeDas and the native system tells SeDas performs higher. 

It is shown that the throughput ie. Time taken for completing the operation of uploading/downloading of different 

sizes has been reduced when compared to the native system. 

                      
Fig. 6: Comparison of Throughput in uploading                 Fig. 7: Comparison of Throughput in downloading  

various file sizes                                                         various file sizes 
 

 

V CONCLUSION AND FURTHER ENHANCEMENT 

Data privacy has become progressively vital within the Cloud surroundings. User’s data along with it copies and 

private keys are protected from falling into wrong hands with the help of SeDas. The paper even introduced 

combination of active storage framework of T10 OSD standard that greatly reduces computational task. Time 

constrained self-destruction has paved way for safe-guarding user’s personal details like account number, password 

etc., by irreversibly self-destructing it with no action from the user point of view. Thus SeDas system makes sure 

that cloud environment is tied up with higher and uncompromisable security by offering reliable cloud services to its 

users. 

 As a part of future work, the users are provided with still more advanced features for managing the files on the 

cloud server even after destruction. Once the time to live factor expires the data with all the copies are destroyed. 

Sometimes the users are even forced to enter into situations where the files might be in need for their personal 

verification. In order to make this happen the file has to be recovered back. Though it is tedious to find the data 

back, with the help of some strong security procedures this could be hopefully made more easy and enhanced by 

making cloud services ahead in the near future.  
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ABSTRACT    

 A number of business trends to  use data mining tools and services are mandatory for companies vying for business 

in today’s competitive market place. An enterprise data mining technique is used in various circumstances such  as 

heterogeneous data sources and business. So, in that case the business people, who need expected discovered 

knowledge for them  this is the important thing, to develop effective approaches for mining patterns combining 

necessary information from multiple relevant business lines. To propose general approach to mine for combined 

informative patterns. This  general  approach is named as combined mining. 

 

Keywords: Combined Mining, Complex Data, Compound Pattern, Cluster Pattern, Mining Patterns, 

Pair Pattern. 

 

I INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Why Combined Mining? 

The traditional methods usually discover homogenous features from a single source of data while it is not effective to 

mine for patterns combining components from multiple data sources. It is very costly and impossible to join multiple 

data sources into a single data set for pattern mining. Traditional association rule mining can only generate simple 

rules[8]. 
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The existing works in handling the aforementioned challenges can be categorized into the following aspects: 1) data 

sampling; 2) joining multiple relational tables; 3) post analysis and mining; 4) involving multiple methods; and 5) 

mining multiple data sources.[1,10] 

However, the simple rules are not useful, understandable and interesting from a business perspective 

 

1.2  What is Combined Mining? 

This project, introduce the concept of combined (pattern) mining. Combined patterns may be formed through the 

analysis of the internal relations between objects or pattern constituents obtained by a single method on a single 

dataset, for instance, combined sequential patterns formed from analyzing the relations within a discovered 

sequential pattern space[4]. 

Although combined patterns can be built within a single method, such as combined sequential patterns by 

aggregating relevant frequent sequences, this knowledge is composed of multiple constituent components from 

multiple data sources which are represented by different feature spaces, or identified by diverse modeling  

methods[2,4,6].  

The main contribution of combined mining is that it enables the extraction, discovery, construction and induction of 

knowledge which consists not simply of discriminate objects but also of interactions and relations between objects, 

and their impact. This is called actionable complex patterns[3], because they reflect pattern elements and relations, 

which form certain pattern structures and dynamics, and indicate decision-making actions. Specifically, pattern 

relation analysis augments the following areas: knowledge representation and reasoning, inductive learning, semantic 

and ontological engineering, pattern theory, and pattern language[7]. 

 

II PROBLEM DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE  

2.1 Problem Definition 

Proposing the DATA MINING SYSTEM for handling the complexity of employing multi-feature sets, multi-

information sources and constrains. System should analyzing complex relations between objects or descriptors 

(attributes, sources, methods, constraints, labels and impacts) or between identified patterns during the learning 

process. 

 

2.2 Aim and Objective 

1) Handling the complexity of employing multi-feature sets, multi-information sources, in data mining 

2) Analyzing complex relations between objects or descriptors (attributes, sources, methods, constraints, labels 

and impacts) or between identified patterns during the learning process. 

3) Generalizing the approach to mining for informative patterns combining components from either multiple 

data set or multiple features or by multiple methods on demand. 
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4) Summarizing general frameworks, paradigms, and basic processes for multi-feature combined mining 

,multisource combined mining 

5) Showing the flexibility and instantiation capability of combined mining in discovering informative 

knowledge in complex data. 

 

2.3 Scope of Statement 

Context: This product will be used for mining data from stored data of online shopping application and for 

generating patterns and generated patterns can be used for further analysis purpose. 

Information Objectives: This software will be used by the authorized data analyst. 

III LITERATURE SURVEY 

3.1 L. Cao, Y. Zhao, H. Zhang, D. Luo, and C. Zhang, “Flexible frameworks for actionable knowledge 

discovery” 

This paper represents a formal view of actionable knowledge discovery (AKD) from the system and decision-making 

perspectives. AKD is a closed optimization problem solving process from problem definition to actionable pattern 

discovery, and is designed to deliver operable business rules. To support such processes, correspondingly it 

proposed and illustrated four types of generic AKD frameworks: Post analysis-based AKD, Unified- Interestingness-

based AKD, Combined-Mining-based AKD, and Multisource Combined-Mining-based AKD (MSCM-AKD).  

 

3.2 Longbing cao, “Domain Driven Data Mining: challenges and prospects” 

This paper developed domain-driven data mining (D3M) to tackle the issues of Traditional data mining research 

which mainly focuses on developing, demonstrating, and pushing the use of specific algorithms and models. The 

process of data mining stops at pattern identification.This paper  promoted the paradigm shift from “data-centered 

knowledge discovery” to “domain-driven, actionable knowledge delivery.”  

 

3.3 Marie Plasse, “Combined use of association rules mining and clustering methods to find relevant links 

between binary rare attributes in a large data set” 

This paper  proposed a way of discovering hidden links between binary attributes using clustering methods. The 

study shows that the combined use of association rules and classification methods which are more relevant. This 

approach was used to analyze real data, which finally identifies more relevant rules. 

 

3.4 H.Zhang, Y.zhao, L.Cao&C.Zhang, “Combined Association Rule Mining” 

This paper proposes an algorithm to discover novel association rules named as Combined Association Rules. They 

focus on rule generation and interestingness measures in combined association rule mining. In rule generation, the 

frequent item sets are discovered among Itemset groups to improve efficiency. Interestingness measures are defined 
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to discover more actionable knowledge. Thus it provides much greater actionable knowledge to business owners and 

users.  

 

3.5 SaˇsoDˇzeroski, Jozˇef Stefan Institute, “MultiRelational Data Mining: An Introduction  

This article provides a brief introduction to MRDM. The most common types of patterns and approaches considered 

in data mining have been extended to the multi-relational case and MRDM now encompasses multi-relational (MR) 

association rule discovery, MR decision trees and MR distance based methods, among others. MRDM approaches 

have been successfully applied to a number of problems in a variety of areas, most notably in the area of 

bioinformatics.  

3.6 Bing Liu, Wynne Hsu and Yiming Ma, “Pruning and Summarizing the Discovered Associations” 

This paper proposed technique of association rule mining.The key strength of association rule mining is its 

completeness. It finds all associations in the data that satisfy the user specified minimum support and minimum 

confidence constraints. This strength, however, comes with a major drawback. It often produces a huge number of 

associations. 

 

3.7 L.Cao, Y.Zhao, D.Luo, C.Zhang, “Combined mining: Discovering Informative Knowledge in Complex 

Data” 

This paper developed the general approach named as Combined Mining for the discovery of knowledge which 

focuses on discussing the frameworks for handling  multifeature, multisource and multi method related issues. They 

use the effective tool- dynamic chart for presenting. 

 

IV ALGORITHM 

INPUT: Target Data (data collected according to the  problem defined). 

OUTPUT: Pattern Generated. 

STEP 1: Identify a suitable data for initial mining exploration. 

STEP 2: Import those data into a Database. 

STEP 3: Partition the database into k datasets. 

STEP 4: Generate the Combined Association Rules. 

STEP 5: Merge the atomic pattern into combined pattern 

              For k=1 to k  Design the Pattern merger Function to merge all relevant atomic patterns. Employ the 

method on the pattern set obtained. 

Generate the conceptual pattern. 

STEP 6: Invoke Business Intelligence on the generated pattern. 
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STEP 7: Output the positive compound pattern 

V DESIGN 

System Architecture   

 

Fig. 1. Basic Process For Combined Mining 

Fig. 1 illustrates a framework for combined mining. It supports the discovery of combined patterns either in multiple 

data sets or subsets (D1, . . . ,DK) through data partitioning in the following manner:  

1) Based on domain knowledge, business understanding[5], and goal definition, one of the data sets or certain partial 

data (say D1) are selected for mining exploration (R1); 

 2) the findings are used to guide either data partition or data set management through the data coordinator and to 

design strategies for managing and conducting serial or parallel pattern mining on relevant data sets or subsets or 

mining respective patterns on relevant remaining data sets; the deployment of method Rk(k = 2, . . . , L), which could 

be either in parallel or through combination, is informed by the understanding of the data/business and objectives[5], 

and if necessary, another step of pattern mining is conducted on data set Dk with the supervision of the results from 

step k − 1; and 3) after finishing the mining of all data sets[9], patterns (P
Rn

) identified from individual data sets are 

merged (G{Pn}) with the involvement of domain knowledge and further extracted into final deliverables (P)[6]. 

 

VI RESULT 

1) Pair patterns: P ::= G(P1, P2), where two atomic patterns P1 and P2 are correlated to each other in terms of 

pattern merging method G into a pair. From such patterns, contrast and emerging  patterns  can be further identified. 

2) Cluster patterns: P ::= G(P1, . . . , Pn)(n > 2), where more than two patterns are correlated to each other in 

terms of pattern merging method G into a cluster. A group of patterns, such as combined association clusters can be 

further discovered. 

3) Compound patterns: Table joining is widely used in order to mine patterns from multiple relational tables by 

putting relevant features from individual tables into a consolidated one. As a result, a pattern may consist of features 

from multiple tables. This method is suitable for mining multiple relational databases, particularly for small data sets. 

However, enterprise applications often involve multiple heterogeneous data sets consisting of large volumes of 
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records. In the real world, it is too costly in terms of time and space, if not impossible, to join multiple sources of 

distributed data. Combined mining can identify such compound patterns in large data sets. 

In this way we have implemented the Data Mining System which is very flexible, general and useful for various 

business problems. Here are the screenshots of the generated  output. 

 

       

 

VII CONCLUSION 

We presented a comprehensive and general approach named combined mining for discovering informative 

knowledge in complex data. We focus on discussing the frameworks for handling   multifeature-, multisource-, and 

multimethod-related issues. We have addressed challenging problems in combined mining and summarized and 

proposed effective pattern merging and interaction paradigms, combined pattern types, such as pair patterns and 

cluster patterns, interestingness measures, and an effective tool dynamic chart for presenting complex patterns in a 

business-friendly manner. 

The analysis of object relations and pattern relations and structures is a very important issue in data mining and 

machine learning. Limited research on this issue has been conducted. The deliverables from current pattern mining 

are mainly individual patterns, which are often not informative and not actionable. This is because of the lack of 

pattern dimension analysis, including feature interaction, pattern interaction, pattern dynamics, pattern impact, 

pattern relation, pattern structure, selection criteria, and pattern presentation. Taking these pattern dimensions into 

consideration, combined mining is a technique to identify, extract and construct complex patterns, which appear as 

either single patterns or compound patterns with constituents from different dimensions (elements, features, relations, 
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interactions, structures, constraints, and impacts), linked by proper connectives for various actionable semantics. 

Pattern ontology and the pattern dynamic chart are also introduced to present combined patterns. 
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ABSTRACT 

Security is an essential requirement in Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANETs). Compared to wired networks, 

MANETs are more vulnerable to security attacks due to the lack of a trusted centralized authority and limited 

resources. MANETs is an autonomous collection of mobile nodes that form a temporary network without any 

existing network infrastructure or central access point. Since this require a unique, distinct, and persistent 

identity per node in order for their security protocols to be viable, Sybil attacks pose a serious threat to such 

networks. Sybil attacker can illegally claim multiple identities on single node and violate one-to-one mapping. 

There are various approaches to detect Sybil identities and safeguard the network against Sybil attack.  

 

Keywords: Mobile Ad hoc Networks, Sybil Attack, Received Signal Strength. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MANETs is a self organized collection of mobile nodes that form a dynamic topology without any fixed 

infrastructure. Communication on MANET  based on unique identity of each mobile nodes that forms the one to 

one mapping between an identity and an entity and that is usually assumed either implicitly or explicitly by 

many protocol mechanisms; hence two identities implies two distinct nodes. But the malicious nodes can 

illegitimately claim multiple identities and violate this one-to-one mapping of identity and entity philosophy. 

Sybil attack is an attack which uses several identities at a time and increases lot of misjudgements among the 

nodes of a network or it may use identity of other legitimate nodes present in the network and creates false 

expression of that node in the network. Like this, it disturbs the communication among the nodes of the network. 

To have secure communication it is necessary to eliminate the Sybil nodes from the network [1]. 

The following goals must be fulfilled by security algorithm used to detect the attack [2]: 

1. Authentication: It means that each and every node, participating in communication must be genuine and 

legitimate node.  

2. Availability: All services should be available all the time to all the nodes for the proper functioning and 

security of the network. 

3. Integrity: It gives the assurance that the data received by the receiver will be same as the data send by the 

sender. 
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4. Confidentiality: It means that some data is only accessible by the authorized users.  

5. Non-repudiation: It means sender and receiver cannot deny that they didn‟t send or receive the data 

Sybil attack was first introduced by J. R. Douceur [3]. According to Douceur, the Sybil attack is an attack in 

which a single entity can control a substantial fraction of the system by presenting multiple identities. 

 

Fig. 1 (Re-produced) A Sybil attacker with multiple identities 

Fig.1 represents a malicious node S along with its four Sybil nodes (S1, S2, S3 and S4). If this malicious node 

communicates with any legitimate node by presenting all its identities, the legitimate node will have illusion that 

it has communicated with five different nodes. But in actual, there exists only one physical node with multiple 

different IDs. 

 

II.VARIOUS METHODOLOGIES TO DETECT SYBIL IDENDITIES 

Levine et al. [4] surveyed countermeasures against Sybil attacks and categorized these techniques as follows. 

Trusted Certification: It is considered to be one of a good preventive solution for Sybil attacks [3] in which a 

centralized authority is employed for establishing a Sybil-free domain of identities. Each entity in the network is 

bound to a single identity certificate. Douceur offers no method of ensuring such uniqueness, and in practice it 

must be performed by a manual or in-person process. This may be costly or create a performance bottleneck in 

large-scale systems. Moreover, to be effective, the certifying authority must ensure that lost or stolen identities 

are discovered and revoked.  However, trusted certification suffers from costly initial setup, lack of scalability 

and a single point of attack or failure. 

Resource Testing: In this approach [5], various tasks are distributed to all identities of the network in order to 

test the resources of each node and to determine whether each independent node has sufficient resources to 

accomplish these tasks. These tests are carried out to check the computational ability, storage ability and 

network bandwidth of a node. A Sybil attack will not possess a sufficient amount of resources to perform the 

additional tests imposed on each Sybil identity. The drawback of this approach is that an attacker can get enough 

hardware resources, such as storage, memory, and network cards to accomplish these tasks. 
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Trusted Devices: This is a one-to-one mapping of a hardware device and a network entity  In other words, one 

hardware device, such as network card is bound to a single network entity. However, there is no way of 

preventing an entity from obtaining multiple hardware devices, for example in a scenario in which an attacker 

installs two network cards. 

Capkun et al. [6] Mobility of nodes in a wireless network can be used to detect and identify nodes that are part 

of a Sybil attack. this rely on the fact that while individual nodes are free to move independently, all identities of 

a single Sybil attacker are bound to a single physical node and must move together. The individual nodes that 

wish to detect Sybil attackers monitor all transmissions they receive over many time intervals. These intervals 

are chosen long enough to capture behavior from all the Sybil identities of an attacker, including data 

transmissions, HELLO and keep alive messages, and routing requests and replies. The node keeps track of the 

different identities heard during the interval. By made many observations, the node analyze the data to find 

identities that appear together often and that appear apart rarely. These identities are Comprise as Sybil attack. 

By using Passive Ad hoc Sybil Identity Detection (PASID), a single node can detect Sybil attacks by recording 

the identities, namely the MAC or IP addresses of other nodes it hears transmitting. Over time, the node builds a 

profile of which nodes are heard together, this helps to reveal Sybil attackers. PASID, that identifies Sybil 

identities, by comparing the number of expected and observed collisions. 

Abbas, M. Merabti et al. [8] Reputation based schemes to detect Whitewashing attack. A selfish node can easily 

escape the consequences of whatever misbehaviour it has performed by simply changing identity to clear all its 

bad history, known as whitewashing. 

 

Fig. 2: (Re-produced) Reputation Level 

In fig.2 shows the smallest permissible reputation Z be greater than the node‟s initial reputation X by the amount 

β; also denote this modified smallest permissible reputation by Y (instead of Z). In this scheme the threshold Y, 

the amount of reputation β and the fee threshold are referred to be the same thing. There will always be a loss to 

change its identity after gaining Y. Here there will always be an amount β of loss to reputation or the fee that 

has been paid, after a node changes its identity. Fee imposition makes whitewashing costly (in terms of battery 
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power) for an attacker, the same is the case with Sybil attackers; hence an attacker can perform fewer 

whitewashes or identities with its battery. Furthermore, the fee enforcement will also improve the overall system 

performance it is due to the fact that fee payment implies contributing to the network by forwarding other 

nodes‟ packets. 

B. N. Levine et al. [4] Use the recurring Cost and Fees approach this technique is a variation of the normal 

resource testing, and can limit the number of Sybil nodes an attacker, with constrained resources, can introduce 

in a period of time. Charging a recurring fee for each participating identity is more effective as a disincentive 

against Sybil attacks. For many applications, recurring fees can incur a cost to the Sybil attack that increases 

with the total number of identities participating; whereas one-time fees incur only a constant cost. 

In this model the applications running the network protocol as having an entry phase and a service phase. 

During the entry phase, each identity is charged an entry fee, and assumption the identity can later demonstrate 

to others that the fee has been paid. Recurring fee applications force peers to repeat the entry phase (and fee) 

after one or more service phases. In order to determine when the benefits of a specific Sybil attack exceeds the 

costs, a point that is called the Sybil valuation. When an attacker‟s valuation of their objective, in terms of the 

entry fee cost, exceeds the Sybil valuation, it is in their interest to launch the attack. 

In this require only proof that each identity has paid a recurring fee, and do not require proof that each identity is 

actually a separate entity. Moreover, the fee does not have to be paid to the administrator or other participant in 

the application. But it needs only ensure that some real cost has been provably paid before participating. Peers 

may pairwise prove to one another that they have paid the recurring fee each round. Central trusted authority is 

likely to be used, just as for uses a trusted directory server to learn of other peers. 

Yingying Chen et al. [9] Due to the shared nature of the wireless medium, attackers can gather useful identity 

information during passive monitoring and further utilize the identity information to launch identity-based 

attacks. In this by using the physical properties associated with wireless transmissions to detect identity-based 

attacks. In particular, utilize the received signal strength (RSS) measured across a set of landmarks (i.e., 

reference points with known locations) to perform detection of identity-based attacks. 

The basic idea behind using the K-means cluster analysis to detect Sybil attacks relies on the RSS correlation in 

the physical locations of nodes. When examining the RSS readings from two nodes with different identities over 

time, and apply the K-means cluster analysis to the mixture of these two RSS streams. Under normal conditions 

without a Sybil attack, the observed value of the test statistic should be large, because there are two different 

RSS clusters from two physical locations, whereas when a Sybil attack is present, the test statistic is small.  

Mohamed Salah Bouassida et al. [10] Sybil detection approach, based on received signal strength variations, 

allowing a node to verify the authenticity of other communicating nodes, according to their localizations. This 

technique allows detecting malicious and Sybil nodes within VANET by using received signal strength 

variations, localization verification and nodes distinguishability degree evaluation. Geometrical analysis, that an 

attacker should not increase its sending power. Then, by successively measuring the received signal strength 

variations, can obtain an estimation of relative nodes localization. 

This rough localization gives an accurate enough indication on the coherence of the received signal strengths 

and on how much a pair of nodes could be distinguished from each other, known as the distinguishability 

degree". The geographical localization technique takes into account the characteristics of the wireless networks, 
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such as mobility and dynamicity of nodes, assuming that all messages are sent with the same signal strength, 

which is not particularly constraining as a Sybil attacker emitting with constant power level has more chances to 

remain covered up. 

Sybil detection approach is composed of two complementary techniques. The RST one is a localization 

verification technique based on received signal strength. This technique allows a node to verify the authenticity 

of another node by estimating its future geographical localizations, and compare them to its evaluated 

localizations.  

When a node is detected as suspect (incoherent signal strengths gradient), the second technique should be used 

this technique is a Sybil detection mechanism, based on the definition of a distinguishability degree metric. This 

mechanism can be launched individually by every node in the network in order to detect Sybil and malicious 

ones based on their geographical localizations. 

Sohail Abbas et al. [7] Enquiry Based on Signal Strength in this step, each node collects the information about 

the RSS value of neighbouring nodes. On the basis of RSS value, distinction can be made between legitimate 

and Sybil nodes. If the RSS value of the new node which joins the network is low, then that node is considered 

as legitimate node otherwise it is considered as Sybil node. Each node saves RSS information about neighbour 

nodes in the form of <Address, Rss-List <time, rss>> in this mechanism detecting Sybil identities without using 

centralized trusted third party or any extra hardware, such as directional antennae or a geographical positioning 

system. 

 

III.SUMMARY 

TECHNIQUES SUMMARY 

1. Trusted Certification Require centralized authority suffer from costly initial 

setup and single point of failure is happen. 

2.Resource Testing Test the computational ability and storage ability of 

each node to determine Sybil nodes, 

However Sybil node can get the hardware resources. 

3.Trusted Devices One-to-One mapping of hardware device and a 

network entity. But no way of preventing an entity 

from obtaining multiple devices. 

4. Use Mobility of nodes to detect Sybil identities Fact that while individual nodes are free to move 

independently, all identities of a single Sybil attacker 

are bound to a single physical node and must move 

together. 

5. Reputation based schemes to detect 

Whitewashing attack 

Using the trust values of nodes to identify malicious 

nodes. But possibility of selfish node to increase their 

trust value. 
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6. Use the recurring Cost and Fees approach Charging a recurring fee for each participating identity 

is more effective as a disincentive against Sybil 

attacks. 

7.RSS based Localization technique Allows a node to verify the authenticity of another 

node by estimating its future geographical 

localizations, and compare them to its evaluated 

localizations. 

8.RSS(Received Signal Strength) based analysis The nodes entering in the network with speed, RSS 

greater than the threshold value are detected as Sybil 

nodes. This scheme is not require any directional 

antennae and it is more Cheap.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

MANET is vulnerable to various attacks due to its infrastructure less or wireless nature. To have safe 

communication it is must be secure network. There are various attacks in MANET and there is one attack which 

is very dangerous called Sybil attack, it uses multiple identities or uses the identity of another node present in 

the network to disrupt the communication or reduce the trust of legitimate nodes in the network. In this paper 

discussed about various techniques to detect Sybil nodes to safeguard the network.  
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